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Local housing explodes

MUSICAL ENSEMBLE

GINA -HANCOCK/LEVI( & Timos phoio
Murray State University's Wind Ensemble performed at the President's Concert Sunday In conjunction with
Alumni Weekend.

State assumes tax collections

1

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Assistant Pike County Attorney
Reed Anderson said he filed 13
lawsuits over delinquent property
.taxcs in 1991,and probably will
file more this year.
But he said County Attorney
Gary Johnson has no pleas to
haul all tardy Pike County teapayers — about a third of the
county's 27,000 property owners
— into court.
"We couldn't sue them all,"
he said. "It's really a difficult
task."
Pike is among 30 counties
listed by the state Revenue
Cabinet as sharing collection of
delinquencies with the state.
That number may change after

•••••

g'We cculdn't sue
them all. It's really
a difficult task. 31_
...Gary Johnson
July 15, when a new law on
delinquent tax collection takes
place. It gives county attorneys
the option of enforcing collections, which would be done by
contract with the Revenue
Cabinet.
Under current law, county
attorneys are required to enforce

By STACEY CROOK
Staff Writer
When Rand-McNally said
Murray wis a great place to live.
people took it seriously.
Since Murray topped the retirement chart; in 1987,• residential
growth has been on an upward
climb, and there are no signs, it
will slow, according to planners
and developers.
City planner Don Elias said
plans for 28 - subdivisions have
been approved in the last seven
years. Some of those developments are completed while others
are still under construction.
Comparatively. Elias said only
five subdivisions wcrc developed
from 1974, to 1987.
Although the Rand-McNally
report is seven years old, it still
impacts Murray._
"We're still -getting a tremendous number of inquiries from
people out of town." he said.
Along with good publicity,
Elias said he thinks there was a
lot of demand within the city for
growth.
"There were a lot of people
who weren't building prior to
this, but once" building began,
those who had the financial ability moved up," he said, adding

if They're putting them
on the ground as fast
as they can. 91
...Freddie Allgood

that a strong real estate market
and good interest rates helped.
Surveyor Freddie Allgood said
be does not see a decrease in the
developments.
."They're putting them i the
ground as fast' as they can," he
said, referring to developers.
Allgood said part of the continued growth can be attributed to
local developers who invest
money up front on a project in
hopes the lots will sell.
So far, there seems to be no
problem selling, he said.
The City of Murray has been
building and selling too.
Elias said the utilities department has seen an average of 150new connections per year in the
last five years. Those figures
include commercial growth.

WHAT A LOOKER

collections.
Revenue officials and a committee of county attorneys arc
settling details, and contracts
soon will be offered to all 120 of
the local prosecutors, To% CrawforOo are not doing their job,"
said state Rep. Marshall Long, DShelbyville, who sponsored the
legislation.
In only 22 counties do county
attorneys handle delinquency collections by themselves. "Some
say they don't want to mess with
'said James Coffman, commissioner of the cabinet's property tax division. "They said, 'I
don't like to make People mad."

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Reported murders rose by 3 percent last year — a Phenomenon
one expert attributes to drugrelated violence — but other
types of serious crime declined or
remained level, according to the
FBI.
"Over the last seven yirs, we
have seen a major growth in the
presence of guns, largely stimulated by the number of young
people in the drug business who
have guns," said Alfred Blumstein, a professor at Carnegie Mellon University's Heinz School of
Public Policy in Pittsburgh.

When they got them, Blumstcin said, "all their friends and
neighbors decided they better get
guns." Teen-agers, "who aren't
very good at avoiding disputes,"
now settle them with guns, he
said.
And that has helped to double
the rate of homicides by youths
under 18 since 1985, Blumstcin
said.
•

• See Page 3

On the positive, however,
Blumstein said the decline in
other types of serious crime, particularly robberies, indicates that
"drugs as a factor in causing
crime is diminishing."
The total number of serious
crimes reported to law enforce-

meat authorities last year
declined 3 percent, with violent
crimes edging down 1. percent
and property crimes — which
make up about 87 percent of the
total — droppirig 3 -percent,
according to preliminary findings
of the FBI's Uniform Crime
Reports rele-sed Sunday.
That means 191 million violent crimes were reported, down
from the 1.93 million in 1992 to
about the level of 1991. Meanwhile, .the percentage change
indicates about 12.1 million property crimes occurred, the least
since 1987.

STACEY CROOK/L•dgor a Times photo
Participants In the 4-H Dairy Cow Camp learn how to judge cattle
Saturday during day two of the educational and recreational camp at
the Expo Center.

• See Page 3

Reform critics form variety of opposition groups
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Opposition to the Kentucky Edu'cation Reform Act has spawned
several citizens groups that
KERA supporters say have hid- den agendas, but the groups all
have different purposes.
• The groups do not all endorse
one another's views. And,they
vigorously dispute the implication that they are, as one put it,

r

(7)

"religious fanatics."
"I don't think people understand who we are because they
haven't bothered to find out,"
said Trudf Meloche; a Jefferson
County parent and a member of
Parents and Professionals
Involved in Education, probably
the oldest and largest citizens
group critical of the reform act.
Meloche calls herself a moderate

NOTICE

IN Auditions will be May 5 from 6.30 to
830 p.m at Murray Middle School Auditorium for a Showcase of Student
Talent to be presented May 14 All singers, dancers, musicians and performers
in Primary School through Grade 12 in
Murray City Schools are invited to audtton. Questions about the event should
be directed to Cyndie Friedrich,
753-5125, during school hours

and said the group's members
cross political and idecilogical
boundaries.
Few want to return to the way
schools were before the reform
act, she said. They just don't like
the way it is going.
"I wouldn't be critical," she
said, "if I felt they were open to
, change."
Last fall, Peg Jones withdrew

SPORTS
•Ejections, taunting and brawling have
been the featured attractions in professional basketball this weekend, as the
1994 NBA Playoffs start to heat up

Page 10'

• See Page 3

ANC ready
to claim
victory
By TINA SUSMAN
Associated Press Writer

Murders up, other crimes down
By CAROLYN SKORNECK
Associated -Press Writer

- Because several subaivisions
are outside city limits, the city is
hoping to annex those properties
next year since city-owned utilities have been installed.
"Annexation is within our
comprehensive plan and we feel
confident we'll be recommending
some type of annexation," Elias
said.
He added that it is unusual for
eitki to extend its utilities out of
its boundaries.
The city attempted a large
annexation in 1989 which failed.
By law, it cannot actively solicit
annexation for five years.
"The city made the decision to
provide ,services," he said.
Because city utilities are
installed in are county, the city's
planning commission regulates
some aspects of dfielopment.
Allgood said the commission
tells developers how to develop_
property in reference to lot size,
'utility lines and roads.
He sa:1 it is getting harder for
the city to annex property
because large farms lie between
subdivisions and city limits.
"Those farms will be developed some day," he said.
Most developers would like

her son from first grade at Central- Elementary School inSorbin
and enrolled him in-r-private
Catholic schdol. She was 'unhappy with the direction of Kenturky'sTublic schools.
Her doubts also lcd her to form
a group of like-minded parents to
push for changes, Parents Concerned for Education.
"We can't just close our

eyes," she said. "There are an
awful lot of us who are not happy
with education reform, and we
need to start discussing the
issues."
The groups range from
"America Awaken," a Paducahbased group that has distributed a
II See Pilip 3

JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa .(AP) — -In a bid for
national reconciliation, the African National Congress suggested
it' would invite white conservatives and Zulu nationalists to join
the new government despite their
poor showings in national
elections.
ANC leader Nelson Mandela
was expected to declare victory
late today alter more results from
the country's first multiracial
election were announced.
His victory party was supposed
to have been held Sunday night,
when results originally were
expected. Estimates today were
that final results might not be
known until Friday.
With 33 percent of the vote
counted this morning, the ANC
had 57.4 percent, followed by
President F.W. de Klcrk's
National Party, the one-time
overseers of apartheid, at 26.6
percent.
The Zulu nationalist Inkatha
Freedom Party, led by Mango'suthu Buthelezi, was a distant
third at 7.6 percent, followed by
the pro-apartheid white-Treedom
Front at S.2 percent.
Logistical and administrative
problems continued to plague the
count. Tallying of the estimated
22.7 million paper ballots was
supposed to have begun at 6 a.m.
Saturday, but in some areas had
not yet started.
Many of the teachers and bank
tellers hired by the Independent
Electoral Commission to hand,
count the ballots had to return to
work today, keying counting
posts dnsteffed. At other stations,
disputes arose over the use of
party supporters tb count ballots.
In another example of the disarray, the commission had to
▪ See Page 3.

EVENTS
IN Freedom Fest 94 will sponsor a
spring version of "West Kentucky's Biggest City-Wide Yard Sale" on Saturday
from 7 a m to 3 p m More than 60
areas in town will be sale sites including
Murray-Calloway County Park
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From Pediatrics to Geriatrics
We're Always Here For You.
;

•

Super Sitter
Seminar

The Basics of
Elderly Care

•

Thursday, May 12, 1994
Shared Care Adult Day Care Center
Weaks Community Building (7th & Poplar Streets)
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Free ól charge

Thursday, May 12, 1994
MCCH Outpatient Services Center Lobby (9th Street)
6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Free of charge
Teenagers who take on baby sittingjobs sometimes feel
unprepared for the responsibilities they face. If you are
age 12 or older, this seminar will show you: how to keep
small children safe, entertained and happy; what to do in
the event of a fire, police or medical emergency; and how
to do the basics: diapering, feeding and bathing.

Nurses from Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
discussing the special needs of geriatric individuals.
Special considerations for safety, skin care, nutrition,
elimination, communication and activities as they relate
to the,older person will also be presented.
,Speakers are: Susan Plunkett, LPN, Coordination of
Shared Care Adult Day Care and Kay Satterwhite, Lpri, of
HomeCare Services.

Speakers are registered nurses: Dana Billington, RN; Lod
Morris,-RN; and Janice Thurmond, RN.
To register call:
MCCH Nursing Department
(502) 762-1245
Deadline for registering: Tuesday, May 10, 1994

To register call:
MCCH Nursing Department
(502) 762-1245
Deadline-for registering: Tuesday, May 10, 1994
•
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Your HealthCare Information Source.

,
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Alzheimer's Disease Information
Education Meeting
Tuesday, May 10
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday, May 24
4:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
r or inforrnation about Alzheimer's Disease
meetings, contact Cindy Ragsdate, (502)
762-1100 or Joretta Randolph,(502) 753-5561.
o-lared Care. Adult DayCare veil sit with Alzheimer
. tins while caregivers attend this meeting.
:ail Susan Plunket, LPN at (502) 762-0576.
Cancer Support Gmup
Education Meeting
Tuesday, May 3
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday, May 17
Hospital Privaba Dining Room
3 p.m.
Contact Nancy Rose, R N and Hospice Director
and Mary Linn. MSN and Clinical Specialist
(5(Q) 762-1100 ask operator to page
CardiacSupportGroup
Tuesday, May 10
"Open Discussion"
Hospital Board Room
10 a.m.
Contact Shirley Lamb Lynch,(502) 762-1170.
Stroke Support Group
Friday, May 20
2:00p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Ann Ingle, RN, or Docie Hopkins,
speech pathologist. (502) 762-1100
Laryngectome•Support Group
Friday, May 13
2:00p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Contact Ann Ingle, RN, or Dixie Hopkins,
speech pathologist. (502) 762-1100.
Partdnson's Support Group
Friday, May 27
2:00p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Call Dope Hopkins, speech pathologist. or
Ann Ingle, R.N., at(502)762-1100
Compassionate Friends
Thursday, May 26
7:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact Nancy Rose. RN (502) 762-1389
or Hilda Bennett (901) 498-8324
Bereavement Support Group
EducaSon Meeting
Tuescley, May 3
SupportOroupteleetlng
Tusedey, PAIN 17
4:30430 p.m.
Education Unit.Climearoors 2.3rd Floor
Contact Nancy Rose, Hospice Director,
(502) 752-13610.

C

May Is National...

ommunity events

Better Hearing and Speech Month
Correct Posture Month
Arthntis Month
Asthma and Allergy Awareness Month
High Blood Pressure Month
Melanoma/Skin Cancer Detection Month
Mental Heatth Month
Hospital Week 8-14
Nurses Week 6-12
Nursing Home Week 8-14
Emergency Medical Services Week 15-21
Medical Transcriptionist Week 15-21
Surgical Technologist Week 15-21
Employee Health and Fitness Day 12

Teenage Volunteer Program
Organizational Meeting
Friday, May 27, 1994
10:30 a.m. - Noon
Hospital Education Unit
Orientation (Mandatory)
May 31 and June 2from 9 a.m. to Noon
Julie 3 from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit
Participants must be between 14 and 18 years old and commit
to work four hours per week for the nine-week program.
To pre-register or for more information, call MCCH Publir
Relations at 502-762-1380.

RESS
Thursday, May 5
• Hazel
Dees Bank
9-11:30.m.
• Crossland
Hillery's Country Store

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's Health Express will be
offering blood pressure checks,
pulse, screening for cholesterol,
triglyceride. HDL and LDL levels at
all of its stops during the month of
May.
Under most circumstances,
cholesterol and triglyceride levels
should be checked every five years.
Only patrons who presenta written
prescription from their physician will
be screened more often.
The cholesteroland triglyceride
screening requires a fast(water only)
for 14 hours and the charge is $15
A Stool For Occult Blood
Screening Kit is also available for
84. This screening detects bkibelin
The stool.
These screenings are offered to
detect disease in its earliest stages
when there are no symptoms of
disease If you are experiencing
symptoms, you should see your
physician

Tuesday, May 10
• Puryear
SemorCitizen Center
9-11 30a m
• Jones Mills
Rainey's Grocery
1-2 30p en
Wednesday, May 11
• Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
8 30-11 30 a rn & 12.30-3 p M

Wednesday, May 4
• Murray
Piggly Wiggly
830.11 30 a m & 12 30-3 p m

Monday, May 16
• Pans
Wal-Mar1
9-11 30 am & 1230-3 p

•

Monday. May 9
• Fancy Farm
BOnk of rancy Farm
911 a.m
• Dublin
Chapman's Grocery
12:30-2:30 p.m.

46..
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Miracle Moments is pleased to offer the perinatal classes
listed below. Pre-registration is requiredfor all classes and
fees may be paid at the first class.
These dosses are part ofa gift package valued at over $200
which is given to Miracle MomentsPrepaymentPlan
participants.
If you would like to receive this valuable gift package and
become a prepayment participant, stop by the hospital
admitting officefor complete details about the prbgram.
If you are not a Miracle Moments Prepayment
participant, you are still welcome to attend the clrisces
at the fees listed
For class information and pre-registration, call the
PerinatalEducation Coordinator at
(502)762-1385.

Pre-register for:
•Prepared Childbirth Class($35)
Tuesday,May17
Option 1: Mon . June 20, 27. July 11, 18,25(7-9 p.m.)
•• Dresden
Option 2: Wed.. June 22, 29, July 13,20,27(7-9 p.m.)
Court Square
Option 3: Thurs,June 23. 30,July 14, 21,28(7-9 pm)
9-11 a.m.
HospitalEducation Unit
• Pairnersville
•Sibling Class:Saturdos;,June 25, 10-11 am.?Free)
Branch of Weakley Co. Bank
•Refresher I: Mon., May 2& 9, 7-9 pm ($10)
12:30-2:30 p.m.
'Refresher II: Wed.,,May 4 & 11, 7-9 pm ($10)
Wednesday,May18
•Refresher III: Thurs., May5& 12, 7-9 pm($10)
• Murray
•BreastfeedingSupport Group:
Post Office
"
Tues , May 17. MCCH Board Room.6:30-8 p m
8:30-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m. •Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour(Free)
Thursday,May19
•Miracle Moments Newsletter(Free)
• Draffenville
•Miracle Moments Booklet(Free)
Ponderosa
9-11:30 a.m. 8. 12:30-2:30 p.m.
Monday, May 23
• Camden, TN
Wal-Mart
9-11 30 & 12 30-230 p m
Tuesday, May 24 •
• Murray
CallowaiCo. Public Libtary
8 30-1 1:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.
Wednesday, May25
• Murray
Olympic Plaza
8 30-11a m
Thursday, May26
803 Poplar Street
• Murray
Murray, Kentucky 42071-2432
1rCourt Square
(502) 762-1100
8 30-11 30 a m & 12 30-3p m

MURRAY
CALLOWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

•
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Cyclone.torcesw thousands to flee
CHITTAGONG. Bangladesh
(AP) - Hundreds of thousands
of people fled coastal Bangladesh
today as a cyclone with winds up
to 130 mph threatened the same
area where a storm killed 131.000
People in 1991.
' As high waves lashed the
-shore, rescue workers used row
boats, push carts and rickshaws
to evacuatt many of the 7 million
people living on some 50 islands
and along the 250-mile coast.
They were being taken to 900
brick storm shelters that have
been built since 1991. But the
shelters can only house I million
people, so many other residents
fled inland from their mud-andthatch houses.
Rescue workers rushed through

the lowlands using iiidspealters
to urge people to move 'inland.
Waves were predicted to reach
15 feet andjlood low-lying areas.
Bangladesh, a poor nation of
120 million people precariously
built on 'river *deltas, suffers from
ruthless cycles of tropical SWIM
flooding and drought...nearly
every yearMore than 350.000 people
-reached shelters in the Cox's
Bazar area, said local administrator E.namul Kabir. Rescue waters hoped to move another
300,000 there by sundown, he
said.
"The killer is coming again....
Stop it, or else we shall all die,"
said Mohammad Karim, a fisherman who lost nine family mein%

PCC donation II Housing...
up to $4 million FROM PAGE 1
PADUCAH, Ky_ (AP)
Anonymous donors who gave
Paducah Community College SI
million last month for an engineering program with the University .or Kentucky- have increased
their pledge to S4 million.
The donors specified that they
would provide 54 million to build
a science and 'engineering building if the college raises an additional 54 million locally by Dec.
1.
College President Len O'Hara
said: "This family stepped forward because they believe as we
do that the iuture of western Kentucky depends on economic development. We are in the midst of
changing forever the way business does business and the way
higher education, and industry
interact."
•

• their-properties to be annexed,
according to Allgood.
In fact some property has
already been annexed this year at
the owner's request.
Allgood said annexation
incrcpses the city's tax base and
gets' utility extensions to
subdivisions.
Elias said continued development helps the city's tax base.
"But when it slows, we'll have
problems with revenue." he said.
"I see a need for more improvements in other areas of the city."

petition calling for the repeal of
KERA, to "Families United for
Morals in Education," an Owensborp group that regularly opposes
KERA' in newspaper ads. Representatives from many of those
grotips, who claim membership
ranging from a dozen to almost
1,000, have begun meeting to discuss forming an alliance to better
coordinate their efforts.
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"It's obvious to me that there
are some problems out there that
are being ignored by the powers
that be," said Robin Rowe, who
is one of the founders of Citizens
United to Reform Education. "I
just feel like we're not going to
get what we paid for. I think
there is a lot of money being
wasted- in ways that we'll
regret."
Rowe is a member of the council at Calhoun Elementary School
in McLean County, and he recently wrote to a local newspaper
defying the state to oust him after
the General Assembly passed a

As far as what will happen
tomorrow. Elias said he does not
know.
"It's very difficult to predict
what growth patterns will be," he
said. "We feel like we've had
extremely good growth."
He said the city has proven
certain indicators wrong.
A census report predicted a
diminishing population for Calloway County partly because of the
large number of elderly persons
living here.
However. from 1990 to 1992,
Calloway County saw a 2 percent

law forbidding council members
from obstructing school-based
decision making.
"We need- to reform the
reform," he said.
Some groups see KERA as a
social experiment based on
unproved theories. Some think it
emphasizes the teaching of values
that would be better taught at
home. Some argue it is a form of
socialism because it encourages
students to work in groups. Some
worry that the statewide computer network it is building will
make it too easy to- invade ,students' privacy. And some think it
opens schools to the teaching of
witchcraft and homosexuality.
Defenders say many of the critics are pursuing a moral agenda,
rather than a genuine concern for
education.
."Some of these groups have
found schools to be an easy
mark," said Bob, Sexton, the'
executive director of the Prichard
Committee for Academic Excellence, a citizens group in Loaington monitoring the progress of
*reform. "Theiryrintary interest is
not the ireform act at all but the
value ahd 'moral issues that are

He also said critics have
offered misleading arguments.
"I do not think that they're up
there deliberately not telling the
truth - I think they're simply
misinformed," Haun said. "The
way to combat these people is to
put them, on a platform and let
them speak."

prompted allegations of irregularities from many political leaders,
including de Klerk. Khoza said
500 complaints had been lodged.
"There have been irregularities, there's no question about
that," de Klerk said Sunday
night. "It is a matter of grave
concern."

lines during last week's voting.
The election commission
blamed the problems in large part
on Inkatha's decision to participate in elections only a week
before the vote- after years of
Inkatha-ANC fighting had killed
thousands.
The IEC then had to rush to
include the on party ballots anddelay planning in other areas,
IEC spokesman Humphrey Khoza
said.
The slow-moving process

REPORTS

However, there were no indications any party would reject the
results, which were about what
•
polls had predicted.

•Tax collections...
FROM PAGE 1
In the past, some county'attorneys have promised to do the job,
Coffman said, but "only make a
halfway effort to keep us of their
back. Now, if they want out, then
they'll have a legal out."
Sheriffs receive a 4 percent
commission on all property taxes
paid on time, and county attorneys Automatically receive 20
percent of all paid delinquent
property taxes, regardless of their.
collection effort.
The. state, the county and its
schools also receive about 25 percent each of the money from the
delinquencies.
No current records show which
county attorneys do the best jobs
of collecting delinquent taxes
each year.
Revenue officials say it is difficult to sort out how much of a
county attorney's commission

comes from current delinquencies
because the total includes hack
taxes for several years on any
property jhat changes hands._
Pike County, for example, had
the state's highest "official"
delinquency rate in 1992. It was
one 0127 counties with unacceptable delinquency rates - those
above the 5 percent limit set
-the state. But Pike's 16.69 percent rate was based on voluntary
payments- to Sheriff Charles
"Fuzzy" Keesec - not the
results of collection elfortS by
-County Attorney Gary Johnson.
Records show S266,132 of the
S1,594,128 on Pike County's tax
rolls was not paid to the sheriff in
It)92, but Johnson apparently collected about SI million in delin
qucnt taxes last year without tiling a lawsuit.
He received 5231,928 in delin
quency commission for 1992

•Crime...
FROM PAGE, 1
The FBI provided only percentage changes, not national totals.
The 3 percent increase in murders in 1993 - following a year
in which the number dropped by
3.8 percent - would reflect a
total of about 24,500 killed. The
1992 total was ,23,760, .down
from a record 24,703 in 1991.
The White House blamed the

murder increase, in part, on
assault weapons. which Clinton is
trying to have banned. "One of
the reasons for (the murder
increase) ... is the increase in the
sophistications of weapons being
used." Press Secretary Dee Dee
Myers said today.
At the same.time, the number
of forcible rapes reported to
police dropped by 4 percent, to

MURRAY CABLEVISION
CUSTOMERS

an estimated 104,600; robberies
declined by 2 percent, to an estimated 659,000; and aggravated
assaults remained level, at about
1.1 million, according to the FBI.
•

As for-property crimes, the FBI
said burglaries declined 6 percent. to 2.8 million; larcenythefts decreased 2 percent. to 7.8
million; and motor vehicle thefts
dropped 4 percent. to 1.5 million.
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(Well Folks...
I Wasn't Born Rohl)

"If you're hit with a .38, that's
one thing," Skogan said. "But if

you're .hit with six shots, that
could knock =down a buffalo."'
Regionally, violent-crimes
declined 2 percent in the Northeast, 1 percent in the Midwest
and West and remained level in
thoSouth. Overall:crime, including property crimes, declined 9
percent in the Northeast, 3 percent in the Midwest and 2 percent
in the 'South and West.

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at

WhIlnall

ONLY
1 LOTS
LEFT!

Fallbrook Development
A multi-family development located off of
Diuguid Dr. within the city limits.
Minimum lots still avai:able.
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CABLE

-FBI Director Louis Freeh said,
"Crime problems are so grave
that few Americans will find
much comfort in a small reduction in the overall amount of
reported crime. ... The nation
must find ways to achieve large
crime reductions that are
permanent."

NOW OPEN!

Due to system upgrade,service will
be temporarily interrupted. Thank you
for your patience.
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NATO buzzes depot
to end Serb standoff

II ANC...
FROM PAGE 1
drastical159 scale back the results
of the white, liberal Democratic
Party after a computing error sent
the group surging to fourth place.
After the correction was made
today, the party sank back to
also-ran status.
-Hundreds, of thousands of
missing ballot papers were found
Sunday at two Johannesburg area
warehouses, but there was no
indication why they were there.
.Ballot shortages caused massive

MONDAY

' MURRAY POLICE
two years ago.
April 27
In Cbittagong, hundreds of
•William H. CullOp, 54, At 1 Dexter, was
arrested
shoppers lined up at markets to
charged with shoplifting $13 91 from Wal-Mart
buy food and fuel in case the
cyclone floods the city of 3 million people and snaps power and
phone lines.
"I'm not taking any chances
this time," said Abdur Rashid. a
farmer who moved Mere from a
low-lying coastal area after losing his wife and two children
during the last cyclone. As Chittagong clouded over, he went to a
SARAJEVO, Bosnia Member,s,ot the Serb Militia or
school building with his new wife
Herzegovina (AP) - A NATO police are not specificalls menand 2-year-old boy.
warplane buzzed a weapons depot tioned in the NATO ultonattiii.
The air force, which lost 38 - near here and chased away Bos- But U.N. officials expressed conjets during the 1991 cyclone, eva- nian Serbs trying to retrieve their cern at their presence, lad th.m;
cuated its aircraft from the city --heavy weapons, U.N. officials have been -reports that Serb solSunday. Commercial ships also ssaid today.' diers returned to the zone NAIL!)
left the port for safer chan,nels.
U.N. spokesman Cmdr:- Eric police uniforms and weapons.
Chaperon said 10 to 1-5 Serbs
Chaperon estimated iiRtly that
approached the arms collection about 100 Serb policemen
point guarded by French peace- remained in the area.
keepers Sunday night, demanding
The Gorazde enclave, under
to take a 122mm artillery piece. siege by Serbs for most of the
A four-hour standoff ended 2-year-old Conflict, is home to
population increase.
peacefully around midnight when 65,000 residents and refugees.
"We're kind of bucking the. the plane requested by peace- Most of them Muslims. The
trends," Elias said."We hope that keepers buzzed the depot and the U.N.-designated "safe area" is
will last."
Serbs left.
35 miles southeast of Sarajeio.
"It was a test," said Maj. Guy
Concentrated development has
Skirmishes.tere reported Sun
Vinct, spokesman for U.N. troops day on many fronts in Bosnia.
been strong in the southwest and
who patrol Sarajevo. "After the
north parts of the city.
Bosnian radio said seven peoincident, we thought that it was ple were wounded in Serb shell"With the outlook of a new
four-lane, we expect more com- not very serious, but during the ing of the Tesanj region northeast
.mercial and residential growth." incident, yes, it was Serious."
of Sarajevo, and that (iertis
he said.
United Nations troops ha'"hid shelled- ZaTidovici. about 12 s heavy wegpons under guard at miles to the south.
A new four-lane highway connecting Mayfield. and-Cadiz' various paints around Sarajevo
The Yugoslav news •agen, y
should run through the northern since a NATO ultimatum in Tanjug' and the Bosnian S.:0)
part of Calloway County tear the .February for the Serbs to remove agency Srna said seven people weapons from a 12-mile radius were killed by. government shellindustrial park.
around Sarajevo or turn them
ing of Doboj in northern Bosnia
ver to U.N. troops.
-' and villages near Vlasenica, .40
There were about 30 pieces of miles northeast of Sarajevo. weaponry at the collection point,
None of the local news repoits.
,
guarded by about two dozen could be independently
part of schooling.
French soldiers, Vinct said.
confirmed.
.'The interesting thing to mc is
Bosnian Seth military officials
that this is very different from a
Spokesmen also reported more also arenewed their charge that
debate about how to improve
fighting between Serbs and Bos- U.N. peacekeepJrs were talaii4
schdols. This is a political. nian IMiernment forces near the
the government's side. Chiet or•
debate."
boundary of the. two-mile radius Staff Gen. Manojlo Miltivatio% a..
Sonic supportcrs of KERA say
around the eastern enclave df -alleged that. in' an exchange ()I
that many. of the critics are
Gorazde; from which- the Serbs fire, the U.N. force made "its
against public education in any
are sup0Sed to have withdrawn. first land strike on Serb positions
form. They say critics are attackFew details were immediately and -civilian settlements in the
ing the reform act because they
available.
former .Bosnia-llertegovina,•'
favor vouchers, which would and killed_ nine people.
allow parents to use government
too
Sunday
officials
said
.
U.N.
Chaperon said the Serbs had
money to pay for private
many Strb militiamen remained fired four anti-tank missiles at
education.
Gorazdc's exclusion zone Danish Leopard tanks near the
a week after NATO's ultimatum northern ciPt of Tuzla, as well :is
Roland Haun, executive directo remove them.
artillery and mortar rounds. 1 he
tor of the Kentucky Association
Chaperon on Sunday reported tanks returned fire with 72 rink
of School Superintendents and
increasing tension in Coraide
rounds.
president of the American Association of School Administrators,
calls vouchers the -opposition's
"hidden agenda."

hers. including his wife, during
the 1991 cyclone.
Karim was jammed into a twostory shelter with 1,500 othez
evacuees. "The cyclone took
nearly everything from me
before. Now it is coming again to
take me," the 68-year-old said,
crying and beating his chest.
Relief agencies said people
were responding well to evacuation efforts. In 1991, after several
.false alarms, most people ignored
calls to leave their homes.
The storm also threatened
200,000 Burmese in refugee
camps south of Cox's Bazar,
where they have been since Geeing persecution by the predominAndy Buddhist army in Burma

•Reform critics...
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Locks `trial' worthwhile exercise
In the spirit of KERA, students
are getting the opportunity to
)()KED LINES
learn about the cnminal justice
system not just in textbooks, but
in the courtroom as well.
The Calloway County Bar
Association has been working
with city and county schools to
Ledger & Times Staff Writer
present programs that are both
educational and enjoyable in conthe porridge was, the defense told
junction with Law Week.
the court it conceded that the porI sat in on one of the mock
ridge was outstanding and there
trials fourth graders from North
was no need to continue with that
..Elementary presented.
line of questioning.
The cast was complete with a
This was almost real-life drajudge, attorneys, witnesses and
ma. In fact, this case was more
jurors. Students read from a
exciting than some I've seen.
script dealing with a civil suit
Following the trial, students
The Three Bears filed against
were given the opportunity to
Gold E. Locks for showing bad
question Circuit Judge David
manners.
I compliment all the students, "Buckingham and attorney Randy
and there were plenty of them,
Hutchens.
Obviously these young people
for their behavior at the trial. It
were paying attention. They
seemed that they were truly interasked questions about jury selecested in what wasgoing -0-117.tion and obligation. types of
Of course who wouldn't—be?
cases, how to become a judge or
. Gold E. Locks sat demurely at
attorney and court procedure.
the defendant's table while the
Keep in mind that these quesBear Family sat indignantly near
tions came from fourth graders.
the prosecutor.
Of course there were also some
The bailiff sat looking bored
questions that even this reporter
and the judge. kept banging his
never thought of asking, such as
gavel.
"Has anyone ever vomitted on
When testimony plunged into
the witness stand?," "Have you
the superb quality of Mom A.
Bear's porridge, which Gold E. (Buckingham) ever fallen asleep
on the bench?" and "What was
Locks admittedly ate, the defense
your grossest case?",
witness
objected. When another
Along with members of the
began detailing how wonderful

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

Maybe if students see where
they could end up. they will not
make the wrong choices.
Even if Calloway gets a decent
jail, the end result is the same.
An offender's liberties are stricken. A prisoner cannot go play
baseball or walk the dog any time
he sees fit.
If an impressionable youngster
sees first-hand what imprisonment is like, perhaps he or she
will think twice before breaking
the law.
Law Week can be beneficial
not only to students but to 4he
entire community. In order to
prevent kids from turning into
delinquents, we have to start
somewhere.
Criminat activity d s not
or the vicaffect just the Offen
tim. The entire community pays
— and I mean pays.
_ Who do you think, pays the
salaries of judges, clerks, bailiffs
and public defenders? Taxpayers.
Guess who pays to have offenders taken off the streets?
Taxpayers.
This next one should be easy.
Who pays for the facility to
house criminals? Yep, taxpayers.
So it seems logical that by
stopping younger people from
getting involved in illegal activity, the whole citizenry benefits.
It's worth a shot (no pun
intended) anyway.

Stacey Crook

WASHINGTON TODAY

Washington ildgsdown as interest
groups proliferate
By JIM DRINKARD
Associated Press Writer

-VS

0.1;•••!, •,

WASHINGTON (AP) — In a few blocks of gleaming new office
buildings just across the Potomac River from the capital, some see
the ruin of America in the making.
.These sterile structures in Alexandria. Va., are the booming
home to dozens of associations — interest groups — a short subway ride from the federal government they lobby.
Directories in the marble foyers yield a mind-numbing array of
names: the American Society of Military Comptrollers, the Health
Industry Distributors Association, the Society of Competitive Intelligence Professionals, the National Society of Fund Raising Executives, the American Gear Manufacturers Council, the National
Association of College Admission Counselors.
According to city development officials, more than 250 national
trade and professionat groups now are based in this close-in suburb,
a fivefold increase from just a decade ago. A similar pattern has
occurred in downtown Washington and in other suburbs.
A directory of Washington lobbyists estimates that 2,200 associations and unions now have a permanent presence in the area,
advocating special causes from foreign aid to Israel to peanut subsidies. That doesn't count 1,500 lobbyists who represent individual
corporations, or 2,500 advocates on all sides of issues like the environment, gun control and abortion.
The proliferation of special interests is a natural response to the
subsidies, tax breaks and favors available to,those who lobby,
argues Jonathan Rauch in a new book, "Demoscicrosis: The Silent
Killer of American Government."
The groups then fight-to protect their benefits, making themselves essential to their members and locking every government
program into permanency, Rauch says.
Subsidies for rural electrification persist nearly 60 years after
they were created, even thougtr some of the areas they serve have
been gobbled up by urban sprawl. Wool and mohair, regarded as
essential for making military uniforms in the 1950s, remain subsidized despite the development of synthetic fabrics.
"There's nothing more permanent in this town than a temporary
program," one lobbyist told Rauch.
The explosion of groups with an ever-narrower focus is apparent
everywhere. The food-packaging industry, for example, has not one
hut dozens of trade groups: the Can Manufacturers Institute, the
Flexible Packaging Association, the Paperboard Packaging Council,
the Styrene Information and Research Center, the Glass Packaging
Institute, the Composite Can and Tube Institute — and the list goes
on.
"The biggest effect it has is on our time," said Rep. Mike
Kapctski, an Oregon Democrat who has been blitzed by health care
interests as a member of the House .Ways and Means Committee.
"Instead of one group, the American Medical Association, you
have 100 subspecialities of doctors. They all have a lobbyist and
they all want to see you, and they all bring somebody from Oregon.
Instead of 15 minutes going to doctors, it's three hours."
But where Rauch secs democracy running amok, Kopetski says
the proliferation of voices can be valuable. "It does slow the process, and could stall it out," he concedes. "But it does show you
there are individual aspects of a complex issue, that pediatricians
have different interests than other doctors."
At the same time, he underscores one of Rauch's arguments, that
Americans delude themselves when they rail against the greed of
lobbyists and special interests.
"When I go home7evcrybody says you've got to do something
about these special interest groups," Kopctski says. "Then the next
week, they're knocking at my door wanting something. Very few
Americans aren't a member of a special interest group."
Rauch calls Washington's professional lobbying class "the parasite economy," and argues its most insidious effect is to inhibit
government's flexibility to solve problems.
One answer, says Rauch: Decentralize. Send federal government
functions to lower levels of government. Spread the goodies out to
make them harder to grab.
Another: Stop deficit spending. The government's willingness to
borrow from the future to pay for present programs offers lobbyists
a bottomless checking account and sends the overdraft notices to
the next generation.
Still another: Pit lobbies against each other, subject them to more
competition and eliminate the special benefits, they have won.
The first step toward a cure, Rauch contends, is education.
Americans must realize that seeking goodies from the government
is "not a game for tycoons or welfare queens, but a dangerously
addictive national hobby."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Jim Drinkard covers lobbying for The
Associated Press. Jonathan Rauch's book, "Demosclerosis: The
Silent Killer of American Government," is published by Times
Books and sells for S22.
a

Attention Washington!
PRESIDENT BILL CLINTON
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20500
U.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
. V.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
I73A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 2-0510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH MeCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

bar, local law enforcement and
other court workers presented
activities, including programs
about shoplifting.
Organizers said the programs
are focused on younger students.
Perhaps Law Week will make an
impact.
Since I have been covering the
courts, I sec some of the same
names over and over again. Obviously, certain people are not
being reformed for whatever
reason.
However, if officials can mull
younger people and -teach them
that it is not cool to shoplift or
commit any other crime, maybe I
won't see their names in 10
years.
Juvenile crime is a growing
segment of the nation's criminal
justice system. Somehow, deterrents that work have to be built
into the system.
Seventh graders toured the
Calloway County Jail today. I
have-visited the jail and it is definitely a thought-provoking
experience.

KENTUCKY EDITORIALS
The Kentucky Post, Covington:
Just for the record, the doctors were in. And the hospitals. And the
insurance companies.
In where? The halls of the legislature, of course. Putting big money
where their_ self-interests were.
It's no secret that the health care industry prefers the status quo —
except, of course, sending more and more Medicaid money with no
strings attached. It's no secret that the health care industry didn't like
even the idea of health care reform that put the consumer first.
But it may be a shock to know that — in March alone — health
iikpent more than S400,000 trying to influence Kentucky
interests
legislators-.a
care
Is-the special interest lobbying that the poor consumer
was up against in the fight for greater access to health care at reasonable costs. This may explain why Kentucky's health care reform is
only half a' loaf. And lucky we got that. ...
These ... lobbying expenses (are) for one month only — and they do
not include _additional amounts spent on advertising campaigns.
A new requirement that all spending be publicly disclosed all but
eliminated the wining and dining of legislators. Good thing. These figures are big enough as they are.
-There's nothing illegal about special interest groups coming
together to speak with a unified voice to our legislators. But these
figures add up to a real understanding of the terrific pressures legislators were up against as they wrestled with the most important issue
facing the General Assembly.

r

Kentucky. New. Era, Hopkinsville:
Wendell Ford's decision not to seek the Senate majority leader's
job does not necessarily serve Kentucky's best interests, but A probably does serve his and the Kentucky party's best interests. It also is in
keeping with his political nature.
So while the veteran Democrat's announcement that he will settle '
for his current post as majority whip, was disappointing, it was not
surprising.
Kentucky would have benefited from the notoriety, if nothing else,
of having a native son in the national spotlight. Not since the days of
Sen. Thruston B. Morton, who chaired the National Republican Party,
and before him, Vice President Alben Barkley, has this state had
someone in such a prominent political position.
But somehow it was hard to envision Ford — the low-key, backas his party's Senate front man. During his
room wheeler-dealer
four terms, Ford has generally eschewed the TV news shows and the
public limelight, making no secret of the fact he prefers working
behind the scenes. The Senate majority leader does not have the luxury of anonymity.
... Of course, Ford, by bowing out of the leadership race, might be
conceding the fact he didn't have enough support to win. ...We prefer
to think, however, that he could have had the job if he wished, but
that is just wasn't a good fit.
And, while we and most Kentuckians are disappointed, Ford, as the
commonwealth's elder statesman and its longtime servant, has more
than earned the right to just say rig.

Penalty light for key Boptrot figure

4

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Jack Smith, a Louisville attorney
who represents state Sen. John
Rogers. was in federal court at
Frankfort last week for his
-client's arraignment.
Rogers pleaded innocent to a
four-count indictment in a hearing that was brief, uneventful and
quickly overshadowed.
The day's main event took
place an hour later in the same
courtroom: the sentencing of Jay
Spurrier, witness cxtraordinaire,
for extortion and conspiracy.
In a single winter day two
years earlier, Spurrier was transformed from high-powered lobbyist to government snitch. It
happened because the FBI caught
him in the act of delivering a
$20,000 extortion payment.
Virtually from the moment he
was collared, Spurrier was an
informant. He worked under cover for nearly three months, secretly recording conversations with
friends and legislators, including
Rogers.
His tapes, information and trial
testimony have helped convict
five people and send four to
prison.
"Jay Spurrier was trying to
help himself," Smith said as he
awaited Spurrier's appearance.
"We'll find out ... just how much
he did help himself."
Quite a lot, as it turned out.
Under - federal sentencing
guidelines. Spurrier could have
been sent to prison for 3'A years
and fined $75,000. But because
of his "substantial assistance" in

Charles Wolfe
An Associated Press News Analysis
the investigation code-named
Operation Boptrot, U.S. District
Judge Joseph Hood gave Spurner
two years of probation and fined
him S2,000.
Smith, a former U.S. attorney,
had expected the punishment to
be significantly more severe. He
believed a light sentence would
hurt Spurrier's credibility as a
witness in Rogers' trial.
The charges against Rogers —
conspiracy, attempted extortion,
mail fraud, lying to federal agents
— spring from the passage 10
years ago of bill that proved
lucrative to bank holding
companies.
A banker who benefited from
the bill was Wallace Wilkinson,

who would become governor
three years later. Spurner has testified that he and Rogers were
part of a small group Wilkinson
promised to reward if the bill
passed — a charge Wilkinson has
strenuously denied.
A theory of the indictment is
that Rogers was still trying to
collect in 1992 — pro4ded, apparently, by Spurner, who was secretly recording their
conversations.
With a light sentence, the
defense could attack Spurrier as a
man who set out to entrap a senator in order to get leniency for
himself, Smith said. On the other
hand, with a hefty sentence, prosecutors could point to Spurrier

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if'possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

as a witness who had nothing to
gain in lying about the defendant.
That remains,to be.seen. Assistant U.S. Attorneys 'Steve Pence
and E.J. Walbourn took a longer
view in asking Hood to go easy
on their prize informant.
One day there will be another
Bopirot, and authorities will need
to turn another insider, Pence
said. They needed Spurner as a
living example that cooperation
brings rewards, Pence said. Hood
agreed.
But the irony is obvious. Spurrier's crimes were no less deserving of prison than those of the
men he has helped to send there.
As chairman of the state harness racing commission, he
squeezed money from Riverside
Downs, a small track at Henderson. Besides lining his own pockets, he used other people's money
to get things fixed in the capital.
Emerging from testimony,
phone calls the FBI tapped before
Spurrier's arrest, tapes he made
with and about former Reps. Bill
McBee and Jerry Bronger. who
were sentenced to prison last
Monday — is a self-portrait of a
facile extortioner and bribe payer.
Spurner "was no saint," Walbourn conceded. "His conduct
was reprehensible," Pence added.
Smith, undoubtedly previewing
the line of attack he will take in
Rogers' trial, put it this way:
"The guy did a lot of stuff and
got away with it, essentially."
Charles Wolfe is a statehouse
reporter for The Associated
Press.
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FARM
New laws will have impact on seed producers
where
Ill not

decent
same.
strickplay
y time
4

ingster
nisonor she
caking

bacco seedling or finished tobacco
plant dealers will be S25. The
permit fcc for labeling will be S50.
Inspection fees will be 15 cents per
1.000 plugs sold,and 25 cents per
1,000 finished plants. Inspection
fees will be- 10 tents pet 1,000
plants for those who purchase plugs
to grow into seedlings for resale.
Inspeetion fees will need to be paid
by December I. 1994.
The new seed law, also effective
immediately. will require labelers
of seed — including vegetable and
flower Seed — to obtain a S25
permit each year. Dealers who sell

seed has been tested and labeled.
Niffenegger said.

seed in cbmainers greater than 40
pounds and uncertified seed conditioners will be required to register.
Niffenegger said.

Persons who condition seed and
then sell it bagged also will have to
have the seed tested and labeled
prior to sale.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Apiculture Department is
seeking all brushtail possums
imported from New Zealand
'Permits and registrations will be
because • of a high risk they
handled by the Division of Regulatmay spread
The law also changes the amount ory Services. Those who need m*ertcitiniso oso eadarma
.
viillepotpuubla
of weed seed allowed in lespedeza
terials,can contact Dan Niffenegger
"The presence of New Zeaseed. Previously, three percent of
land brushtaif-possums in this
the seed could be weed seed. now, at Room 103, Regulatory Services
country is a- major threat to the
only two percent` is allowed. In
Building, University of Kentucky
health of domestic animals and
addition, the law prohibits the mix- 40546. His telephone number is
wildlife in The United SOWS
ing of wheat and fertilizer unless the (606) 257-736;
because these animals are
known to be highly infectious
carriers of bovine tuberculosis," said Donald Luchsinger,
acting deputy administrator of
USDA's Animal and Plant
ables in the years to come, he
"You need a full-time manaDaviess County for many years.
niCrS arc typically used to markHealth Inspection Service.
said.
generation ger," he said. "Viruses and bugs
His sort
ets that are established by the
"We are taking emergency
• as- the fourth
this
production
Ellis' vegetable
time they sell their crops. The to grow produce on the family's like vegetables. You can be
steps
to locate all of these
.ycar will include about 170 acres
OM out. in 24 hours."
fresh vegetable market has wide . operation. They grow primarily
imported
possums to prevent
of
acres
Di0
Panne described it as a seven- - of staked tomatoes.
for the local market and have
syrations in prices.••
them from establishing a popuof
acres
480
tomatoes,
processing'
job.
day-a-week
Not being much of a risk-taker. everything from beans .to
lation- here that could. become,
sweet corn and 300 acres of pickThe James C: Ellis Estate
Stegeha said -he advises farmers zucchini.
4 wildlife reservoir for bovine?
to
plan
also
They
cucumbers._
ling
to--look--fou-a-venties with-4ess- ---The-toeal-market-ean-eitsil y-be-- hegan.growing vegetables several
—tubercelosis." he said.
•
lhli
bb
years ago for both .the fresh and
hay Ill
flooded. Pantie said. If there is an
anxiety.
- 11 with increase in production for, fresh processing markets. It's been a crops.
"Some people do 0
livestock and not crops,'he said, market vegetablcs, it's going- to. learning process, hut a satisfying
•
"I don't want them to do some- have -to he in shipping elsewhere. venture, said J.C. Ellis III. .
"It's all based on'supply and ' Ellis agreed that vegetable prothing outside their comfort
duction is, a complete change
demand." he said, -and breaking
lone." •
Stegelin .said he encourages_ _into a new market can be difficult from farming traditionally done
in Kentucky and is not for everylarmers interested in trying veg- because of concerns about quality
A person may think they
one.
crops
and
grow
to
reliability.
etable production
know something about vegeta
takes
Vegetable
production
for the processing markets, where
•
the risk is -not as high because of, lot of hands-on management. ables, having grown them all
their lives in the garden, but
purchase contracts. But there's no `Siegelin said; it's not something
growing
them for market is totalguarantee the contracts will be a farmer can check on the
- he- said.
ly
different,
Ronnie Rose & Danny
R0148
like
.and
checking
fence
year.
prices
weekend
after
year
there
_
It will be the younger farmers
rows to make sure the cattle are
also fluctuate.
600 Main St. • 753-0489
that make the switch - to vegetC.A. Pantie Jr.'s family has still in.
been in se-getable production in
Annual registration fees for seed
dealers and uncertified seed conditioners will be S25.
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Vegetables, other alternative crops carry considerable risks

eficial
to 'the
ter to
g into

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP)
With a gloomy cloud hanging
over tobacco, some farmers are
beginning to look for other ideas
to offset the lessening demand for
burley.
- In response, agricultural officials Say, Kentuck y-farmers-I-vegetable production is on the rise.
But, unlike tobacco, with its
federal price support structure,
alternative crops arc more volatile, said Univciiity of Kentucky
agricultural economist Forrest
Stcgclin. And, he said, the state
doesn't need 90,000 broccoli farmers or 90,000 ,ostrich . farmers.
Vegetables offer farmers a profitable opportunity,- but the risks
can be high and — for many farmers — exceed their comfort
level.
"The risks are not only in Production, like other crops, but in
markets," Stcgclin said. "Far-
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instead dealers will need to register
for a permit and will be required to
Libel seedlings they sell according
to type, variety. and lot number,
along with the seller's name and
address, Niffenegger said.
The new law provides exemption
for farmers who produce their own
seedlings, but who do not advertise
_
them for sale.
"This exemption is intended to
allow farmers who produce their
own seedlings to sell anyextras they
may have after taking care of their
own needs," he said.
Annual registration fees for to-

Two new laws signed by Governor Brereton Jones recently will
affect Kentucky producers of seed
and tobacco seedlings.
"These two new laws are effective immediately and producers
need to comply with them. Violators are subject to fines of between
S100 and S750 for each violation,"
said Dan Niffenegger, seed control
coordinator with the Regulatory
Services Division of the University
of Kentucky College dl Agriculture.
The new tobacco seedling law
eliminates the requirement for certification of pl ugs and finished plants:

Imported possums
may contribute to
bovine tuberculosis

Auto Insurance...

Compare Our Price & Coverage

Daylilies provide colorful
blooms, require little care
•

Each year at this time when I
.watch my circle of daylilics
grow, I am thankful to the
unknown person who first
planted them many years ago.
I now have a circle, almost 20
feet in diameter, that is filled
with the bright green foliage of
daylilies. Soon they will bloom
and I will have a spectacular display of their tawny blossoms. These are the plain old orange
daylilies that have escaped from
gardens and bloom on the roadsides, but they don't have much
chance to reach their potential
living in ditches in fear of being
mowed by the road department. My planting of these daylilies
is absolutely care-free. they
come up in the spring and bloom.
Their foliage remains attractive
and green all summer and fall.
What foliage remains after the
frost comes, catches leaves from
the nearby oak trees and the
leaves decompose during the
winter la provide food for the.
daylilies next spring.
There are no weeds that can
compete with the vigor of the
'daylilies-,-so the daylily circle is
one part of my garden that I don't
ever have to weed.
It is the all-an5und perfect
planting, and, the beauty of it .is
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Growing In
The Garden
By Cathleen Lalicker
that I didn't even have to put it in
myself. I just inherited it, hence
my gratitude to that unknown
.
person.
I was so impressed with their
ease Of culture that I decided to
do a little research as to other
types of daylilies. I ,had 'never
dreamed-that there were so many
varieties with more being developed every year.
Daylifies come in practically
every color of the rainbow from
the palest, almost white, yellow,
to deep - purple.
There are deep reds, roses;
'pinks, salmons, golds, violets and
blends of colors in one flower.
Some have evergreen foliage
and some become dormant in the
fall. There are miniatures and
stately tall varieties. Some daylilies. even have fragrance.
Each blossom opens for just a
'day and is followed the next day
by the opening of still another
bloom,
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TODAY
HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissi,xis and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday. April
29. have been• released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Shedd baby boy. parents. Becky and
Christopher, Rt. 3. Box 261E, Benton;
Ravel baby girl. parenst, Jennifer
and Ricky J.. Rt. 3, Box 204C. Pans,
Tenn.
Dismissals
•Mrs. Edna Marie Walk's, Rt. 3, BOX
2253, Mayfield; Wilford L. Harmed,
4530 Griggslown, Calvert City; Bobby
Grogan. 805 Dorm Rd., Murray;
lap Alexandria D. Byars, 2482 University Station. Murray; Mrs. Tammy
fAchelle Henson and baby girl. Rt. 4,
Box 402, Benton;
William S. McGhee. 101 Ash St..
Murray; John N. Rood Jr., 1002 Payne
St.. Murray; Robert C. Reno. 13615
Royal Ct., Midlothian, Ill.;
Mrs. Faustine Walker, Rt. 8, Box
1205, Murray; Ms. Christie D. Lamb,
Rt 1, Box 159, Hazel; Jess E. Hale,
Rt. 1, Box 159. Hazel;
Henry Treas, 304 Unity Church Rd..
Hardin; Mrs. Mary Frances Dunn, 411

South Sinn St, Murray; IV.. Rosa Pt. Medlock, 3400 IA 15, CIsritason,
• • • _ft,

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday.
April 30, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Adams baby girl. parents_ , Lao Mn
and Mitch, 384 Old Olive Rd., Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Tina U. Fitzpatrick, 1603 Oliva
St, Murray; Mrs. Mary McGalian, Rt.
4, Box 344, Camden. Tenn.;
Mrs. Amy Renee Parsons and baby
boy, 206 Duffers Ln., Mayfield; Mrs.
Ganda S. Jennings, Puryear, Tenn.
Mrs. Pamela Hoke, 1603 Cardinal
Dr., Murray; Mrs. Kathleen Lae Farley,
1203 Kirkwood, Murray, James H.
Stahler, 1506 Belmont, Murray;
Mrs. Sheilia Joy, Herndon and baby
girl. Rt. 3, Box 385, Murray: Mrs.
Lucinda Ann Wilson and baby boy.
P0 Box 295, Hazel;
George C. Patterson, 1418 Main St.,
Murray; Joe Parker Jr., Rt. 3, Hickman; Francis Shea, Rt. 6, Box 267,
Murray.

Murray Country Club Ladies
schedule golf play and clinic
play, please call one of the
hostesses.
The lineup is as follows:
Tae 1 • Inus Orr, Ton* Fike, Evelyn

Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday. May 4, at 9:30 a.m.
A Golf Clinic conducted by
Pro Mike Nolan will be at 9 a.m.
Members please note the change
in time.
Those not listed in the lineup
but desiring to play may come
and be paired at the tee. Hostesses will be Betty Scott and Ann
Brown. If a person is unable to

•

Oaks'Ladies.
plans events
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
May 4.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Florence Hensley,
phone 753-0437, as hostess.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Joanne Honefanger as
hostess.
All ladies are encouraged to
participate and enjoy Ladies' Day
golf this year at.the Oaks Country
Club.

Jones and Mary Bogard;
Tee 3 - Toni Hopson, Frances
Hulse, Betty Stewart and Mary O'Day;
Tee 4 - Veneta Sexton, Beverly
Nolan,"Diane Villanova and Betty
Lowry;
Tee 5 - Peggy Shoemaker, Freda
Steely, Billie Cohoon and Billie Wilson;
Tee 6 - Nancy Havers:ock, Martha
Sue Ryan, Margaret Shuffett and Anna
kt. Adams.'
Tee 7 - Rowena Cullom, Edith Garrison, Shirley Jenstrom and Sue
Outland;
Tee a - Rainey Apperson, Beth
Belote, Ann Brown and Betty Scott.

Winners of play on Wednesday, April 27, have beer released
by Rebecca Irvan and Rebecca"
West, hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight - Beverly
Nolan and Mary Bogard tied;
First flight - Diane Villanova,
first, Venela Sexton, second;
Second flight - Shirley Jenworn,.first, Sue Outland, second;
Third flight - Patty Claypool,
first, Ann Brown, second;
Fogrth flight -'Beth Belote;
Overall low putts - Inus Orr.

Loyalty Pay-is being observed here
with special display by Local VFW
our loyalty as follows:

By RODNEY SANDERS
VFW Post Adjutant
May I was Loyalty Day. It was
a day to show our appreciation
for the blessings of a United
States Citizen's Life. We can all
express our loyalty to our country
in many ways.
During the week of May 1-7,
we are able to do much to exhibit

4

•1

AD

We are pleased to announce that Kelly Thomas. bride-elect of Flint
Wesley, has selected her
szoneware.flatware, and
decorative accessories
from our gifts of distinction from the Sputh west.
Kelly and Flint will be
married June 4, 1994.

Make a mental note of five or
more things which makes the
United States far superior to any
other country;
Make at least one positive
•
statement to someone;
Clean up some litter around
your lawn or neighborhood;
...Display the United States -flag.
You, your neighbors and other
friends are the working -element
of America. Show your loyalty.
In commemoration of Loyalty
Day, the Herman Eddie Roberts
Jr. Post 6291, Veterans of Foreign Wars, will mount a display at
Jane's Attic on the southeast corner of the courtsquare in downtown Murray.
Please visit it and in some way
show your loyalty and pride in
being an American.

Casa deE 8oE

039/;) Off

1 100 Chestnut St.
753-1133

MRS.IRMA LA FOLLETTE, FORMER RESIDENT OF Mt. BRAY, will celebrate her 90th birthday on Sunday, May S. She
resided in Murray until last summer when she moved to Missoula
to be near her daughter there. Irma was here April 13 for the
special centennial celebration at Murray Woman's Club House
and to see her accountant. While in Murray Irma was activt as '
chairman of Murray Board of Housing Authority, as a member of
Murray State University Board of Regents, in all phases of Murray Woman's Club, Magazine Club, Humane Society, First United
Methodist Church,and other groups. Friends of Irma are asked to
remember her birthday with a card.-They may be mailed to her
at 5-30 Hastings, Missoula, Montana 59801.

- All Brass Itcms

Story Hours are scheduled
Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library on
Tuesday and Wednesday. May 3 and 4, according to Sandy Linn, i
youth services director for the library. The theme will be "Mommies
Are the Greatest." Parents and Twos are at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. on both days. For more information call the library at:.
753-2288.

Westside group plans event
KELLIE ovERRE, vim be- featured In television _mlnl-serlea to be
shown on ABC-Television on Sunday, Monday, Wednesday and Thursday, May 8, 9, 11 and 12. The Stand a Stephen King novel, has been
made Into a TV mini-series. Overbey, a Murray native, plays the character of Dana Jergens, who appears in the series on May 11 and 12. Overbey Is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Overbey of Murray. Molly Ringwold and Rob Lowe will play the leads. Several of Kellie's scenes are
played with Miguel Ferrer, son of Kentucky's Rosemary Clooney.

• CALENDAR
Monday, May 2
Single 100/7 p.m./Louie's Steak
House. In1o/753-7845, 753-6078, or
753-7663.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons/7:30 p.m./lodge hall.
Agoraphobia, Anxiety, Panic Disorder Support Group/6:30 p.m./St.
John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-1907 and ask for Kathy.
Murray-Calloway County Camera
Club/7 p.m./Calloway County Public
Library Amu.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Puppets/8 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers I/4 p.m.
Adult Disciple Bible Study/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Betty Sledd Group w/Sharry Edwards
and Lottie Moon Group w/Jessie
Workman/7 p.m.; Associational VBS
Clinic/7-9 p.m.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.
AA and Al-Anon alosed discussion
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building. South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Murray High School events include
Sottball Team hosts Fulton
County/4:30 p.m.; Baseball Team
hosts MCHS/5:15 p.m.; WSJP Student
of Week banqueV6:30 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 1:30-4:30 p.m.
Tuesday, May 3
Fisher-Price Retirees' luneheon/11 30
a.m./Holiday Inn. Reservations not
needed.
Murray Christian Academy Parent/
Teacher Fellowship/7 p.m./Immanuel
Lutheran Church.
Calloway County Band Boosters/5.30
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club/6:30 p.m/club house.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of, Columbus
building.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753:0082.
'TOPS Club, Kentucky #34,
Murray ,
First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Dexter/senior acttv.ities/9:30
a.m./Dexter Center.
Wadi. Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens activities.
Hazel C.antarropen 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meoling/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/4 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
Nordin TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Library.

Tuesday, May 3.
Cancer Support Group/3 p.m./private
dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Bareavemint Support Group/4:30
p.m./Education Unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include First Place Class/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include'UMW Executive meeting/9
a.m.; Mother/Daughter Banquet/6
p.m.; First Place Class/7 p.m. - First Christian Church events include
prayer time for youth/7 a.m.; Reunion
Group/8 a.m.; CWF Group 11/10:30
a.m./Log Cabin Restaurant.
SI, John's Episcopal Church events
include 'evening Prayer/5.15 p.m.
-first Baptist Church events include
Mothners' Day OuV9 a.m. and 3 p.m.;
General WMU/9:30 a.m.; Kathleen
Jones meet • following WMU; Dorothy
Group luncheon/noon/Fellowship Hall;
Bea Walker w/Anne Vinson/7 p.m.
Murray High School events include
Tennis hosts CCHS/3.15 p.m.; Track
at CCHS/4 p.m.; Softball at
p m .;
MCHS/4:30
Speakeasy'/Library/8 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-1230 p.m. and
130-4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum open/9
a m -4 7.0,p m. [n1°,762-3383.

James Tyler
Pittman born
here April 14
Mr. and Mrs. James Clifton
Pittman of Murray are the parents
of a son, James Tyler Pittman,
born on Thursday, April 14, at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 14 ounces and measured

20 inches. The mother is the -former Ginger Griffin.
Grandparents are Ray and Gil
Griffin and Junior and Sheri Pittman, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Homer
and,-Darlene Elkins and Noble
(griffin, all of Dexter, Lucille
Griffin of Murray, Hubert and
Blanch Pittman of New Concord,
and Lucille Outland of Murray
and the late James Sherrill
Outland.
Great-great-grandparents are
Maxie and Elizabeth Puckett, and
Lois Elkins and the late Dallas
Elkins, all of Dexter. _
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A Mother-Child Banquet will be Wednesday, May 4, at 6:30 p.m.
This will be a church wide catered meal with entertainment.

Two special events will be at South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church on Wednesday, May 4. The Cordelia Erwin Circle of
United Methodist Women will meet at 1 p.m. with Brenda Erwin as
program leader and Katherine Rictman as hostess. The Bible Study
I and Sharing Group will meet at 7 p.m. at the church.

May Fellowship Day Friday
May Fellowship Day will be celebrated by Church Women United!
of Murray and Calloway County on Friday, May 6, at 10:30 a.m. at
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church. A potluck meal will.
be served following the program. Mildred Smith, president, urges the
1
public to attend this special celebration.

Masonic Widows' dinner Friday
The Masonic Widows' dinner, sponsor by Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons, will be Friday, May 6, at 6:30 p.m. at'
Seven Seas Restaurant., All-widows are invited to attend. Any widow
needing transportation may call Dan Redden at 753-3009.

Revival . planned at Mt. Sinai
Revival services at Mt. Sinai Baptist Church, Buchanan, Tenn., will
start tonight (Monday) and continue through Friday. May 6. The Rev.
Jerry Gallimore will, be the evangelist for services at 7 p.m. nightly.
The pastor, the Rev. Perry' Hardin, invites the public to attend.

Playschool at Calloway County High
Calloway County High School will have a Playschool for children,
ages TA- to 5 years, starting Tuesday, May 3, and continuing through
• Friday, May 13, in Room 116 of the school. A fee of S10 per child
will be taken for snacks and supplies. For more information contact
Elizabeth Douglas, teacher, at 435-4153, or Calloway County High
School, 753-5479.

Showcase planned at Murray Middle
. All singers, dancers, musicians and performers in Primary School
• through Grade 12 in Murray City Schools are invited to audition for a •
Showcase of Student Talent to be presented on Saturday, May 14, at
Murray Middle School. Auditions will be on Thursday, May 5, from
6:30 to 8:30 p.niTtit Murray Middle School Auditorium. Questions
about the event should be directed to Cyndie Fricdrich, 753-5125, during school hours.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will make
ops on Wednesday and Thursday, May 4 and 5. Offered will be
re, pulse, screening for cvholesterol, triglycerede, HDL,
and LDL levels. Also available will be a Stool for Occult Blood
Screening Kit at cost of $4. On Wednesday the express will be at
Piggly Wiggly, Murray, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. '
Thursday's stops will be at Dees Bank of Hazel from 9 to 11:30 a.m.
and at Hillery's Country Store at Crossland from 1 to _3 p.m.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, May 3, at
7 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Centre. The speaker will be Emma
Sue flutson on "Times Do Change." The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information
call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

City-Wide Yard Sale on May 7
Freedom Fest '94 will sponsor a spring version of "West Kentucky's Iliggest City-Wide Yard Sale" on Saturday, May 7, from 7 a.m. to
3 p.m. More than 80 areas in town will be sale sites including Murray-

Calloway County Park. Residents interested in having a yard sale;
should submit an application and fee before Tuesday, May 3, at the
Murray Tourism Commission office in the Commerce Center at 805
North 12th St., Murray. The fee is S5 for individuals and $IO for civic
groups and merchants. Maps with detailed 'descriptions of items and
various locations of yard sale areas will be-available for $I at the
Commerce Center4on Friday and Saturday, May 6 and 7.

Gifts Just Like Her
For Mother's Day - May 8th

.University Plaza
On Chestnut St.
Mon.-Fri. 9-6
Saturday 9-5

, Banquet at 'Christian church
Two meetings are scheduled

Special • Original • Beautiful
•

Library Bible Study and Missiorn in Action Sewing- Circle of Westside Baptist Church will meet Wednesday, May 4, at 10 a.m. at West
View Nursing Home, Murray.
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Services for Mrs. Henrietta B. Cathey were Saturday at- 2 p.m, in
Memorial Chapel of Anglia Funeral Home. Dover. Tcnn. Burial was
in Stewart County Memorial Gardena there.
Mrs. Cathey..91 Fairview Street, Paris, Tenn., dled Thursday at
Henry- County Medical Center, Paris.
Her husband, B.F. Cathey, and one son, Eugene Dale Cathcy, preceded her in death. Born Nov. 11. 1902, in Stewart County. Tenn., She
was the daughter of the late Henry Blanc and Martha Wiggins Blanc.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Lila Williams. Paris, Mrs.
Gloria Bass. Nashville, Tenn.. and Mrs. Wanda Alpaugh. Vero Beach.
Fla.; two sisters, Mrs. Mary Outland, Knoxville, Tenn.. and Mrs. Elna
Bryant. Hopkinsville; one brother, J.W. Hutchison, Dover; eight
grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
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Mrs. Pearl M. Thorn
Mrs. Pearl M.. Thorn, 82, Dexter, died Sunday at 1:20 p.m. at her
horn
Her sband, Victor Thorp, one daughter, Nellie Irene Thorn, and
Marvin Thoth, preceded her in death.
one
orn Jan. 20, 1912, in Calloway- CoOnty, she was the daughter,of
the late Charlie Dunn -and Cora Dunn.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Mardi Sheridan and husband.
Adolphus, Rt. 1, Hazel; six sons, Charles Thorn and wife, Betty, Chicago, Ill. Wayne Thorn and wife, Diana; Rt. I, Hazel, and Dan Thom
and wife, Mildred, Dale 'Thorn and wife, Laura; Bobby Thorn and
wife, ;Judy, and Ronald .Thorn and wife. Phyllis. all of Dexter; 25
grandchildren; 32 great-grandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren.
Service's will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Burial will follow in Bethel. Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral- home after 2 p.m. Tuesday.-
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Michael David (Mike) Owens
Funeral rites:Tor Micliael David (Mike) Owens were Sunday at 2
p.m. -at Birds Creek Baptist Church, Henry County, Tenn., 'where he
wis a-member. The Rev. Steve Gallimore and the Rev. Carlos Owens
offiCiated.
Burial was in Pounds Idiewild Cemetery, Bradford, Tenn., with
'arrangements by Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Owens, 22, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn., died Thursday in a one car
accident in Memphis,. Tenn.
Born Dec. 26, 1971, in Paris, he was the son of Dale Owens Sr. and
Diana Hazelwood Owens.
Active in Teens for Christ at Brids Creek Baptist Church, he was a
1989 graduate of Henry-county Schoolsand member of the, basketball
team. He served as Ed Jones' last Congressional page in. the 100th
Congress. He was active in school and 4-H activities.
A member of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes, he received the
first Youth Alliance Award for Drug-Free ,Tennessee presented by
,Gov. Ned Ray McWherter. He was-a member of Lambda Chi Alpha
social fraternity- at Union University, Ja611W'renn., where he also
served as vice president of of Student Government Association was
voted class officer and class favorite.
Mr. Owens was working as a waiter and trainer at Morrison's Inc,,
Memphis.
Survivors inelade his parents, Mr. and-Mrs. Owens, Rt. 1, puryear,
Tenn.; one brother, Dale Owens Jr. and wife, Leslie, Hermitage,
Tenn.; his grandparents, Horace and Mary Tucker, Paris, Robert and
Gladys Owens, Springville, Tenn., and -Dave Hazelwood Sr., Puryear.
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Speaking will. be Dr. :kink-,
Booth, acting'president. and Bri.ln
VanHorn, president of the alst'
Student Government Association
and student regent:

loi/estments Since 1854.

By Berry Craig
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MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP) — Dil- rock out of.big pieces of rock,"
he said:
lard Munsell burst-into tears the
Sometimes donning- buckskins
day his uncles sneaked off to. hunt 'arrowheads without him.
and a floppy -old hat with a long
"1 was six- or' seven years turkey feather. Mansell demonsold." •hc recalled. "My. grand- trates his ancient art at grade
mother said, 'Quit crying and schools. He also _recreates articome here I want to show you facts at 'archaeological sites like
Wickliffe Mounds, a museum and'
something."
research center owned by Murray
Cordie Ginn broke the...bottom
off a blue-green fruit jar, grabbed State Univertity along the Missisa silver spoon and siarted tapping sippi River not far from where
carefully at s wedge of glass. Windt Jives. .
"Pretty soon, shc:d made me an
:Munsell has spent hours study-allow ea
-Mansell said grin= -Mg gowinc -Native American
fling. "I never did k'now where stone artifacts in museums, from
she learned how;but that got me - picture hooks-or at archaeological
started
sin
I've -been at it ever.* digs. "I've also designed a few
of my own, which .1 call 'Diliard
_
. A 55-year-old Graves Countian
Points," he said .with a chuckle:
from near Mayfield. Munsell gen- - Whatever the artifact style, it's
crally spurns Spoons -and, other slow. work. Munsell suns with a
modern tools for grinding -stories round smooth stone, called a
nodule, which he tries to split
and deer antlers.
cleanly with a- smaller, harder
"That's what the Indians used
to `make 'arrowheads," Munsell atone. He-uses sharsections of
thick deer antlers to shape the
said. "But I had to -learn through
trial and error. I've had plenty of - stone and notch it for the arrow.
cut fingers and broken arrow- spear shaft or knife handle.
But one too many antler taps
heads _to prove it."
Munsell- hammers, grinds, can spoil a Couple of hours work.
splits,,taps,and flakes flint, chert, "'I break a lot of them.-Eilit 1 figobsidian and Other stone into
urc the Indians must have, too.
arrowheads, spear Points, knife The ,secret is knowing when to
blades and tools common among quit.Occasionally, Munsell doesn't
Native Americans who inhabited
western Kentucky four centuries stop until he's made a complete
arrow, lance or knife. "I sell a lot
before Columbus arrived. in the
of that -stuff," he aid. "SomeNew 'World. "I think of them a
times. I_ can't make enough."
lot," he said. .
- "I can see a whole bunch of
them. getting together and going
out to some flint hill, digging out
stones, breaking them off with
„their big hammer stones and
bringing them home to work,"
Munsell said. "It must have been
a social thing."
But Munsell usually labors
alone under a bare-bulb lamp in a
dusty, rock-strewn garage. If the
weather's pretty, he heads for a
small 'shade tree behind his -little
white frame house on Kentucky
440, about six miles east of
Mayfield.
"1 love to make little pieces of

Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. ,As
:14.28
DJIA Previous Close
.3681.69
Products...-.............4311. unc
511-ii • 3/s
A T &T
Bell South.......................60'/4 unc
Briggs & Stratton
84'4 unc
Bristol Myers Squibb-541/4 • 3/8
CBT Corp. -Ky.' • 391/211 411/2A
Chrysler.................... ....48 • 11.
• 3/4
Dean
....
Exxon.:......... .....
• s/s
Ford Motor
L..59,4 •'Is
)0ot:corral Electric ......941/4 • 1/s
General Motors...- .....571/2.
461/4 3/4
: Goodrich

Prices as of 9 a.m.
K•Mart
16'. .
K U Energy........
. 27'• onoKroger ............................22' 2 - 1.
L 6 & F. .........................17',, on,
Mattel__.............. ....... 25 • '
NUDitnalds
60 WI.
10.
Merck
J.C. Penney....................531 2 • '.
PrOples
...........2311 25't
•61' • '
Quaker aals.........
Schering-Plough....... 60' a.
Sears
46
'
Texaco.
.63' 4 • l'
-t- --

GOO(1:17
e27:
; .

UST
1 B
571/8 •
......
I. %al-Mart.........................25' 4 um
Ingersoll Read....,...... 355/4
VilSani Lyons is 1 mad* make/ In this Stock
UNC pike unchanged

•*0
HILLIARD
LYONS

I )4)11s,

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502)753-3366

Calf froclaY
Professional
Real Estate
"1 want your

real estate business"
Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

Let me- list your
home today!

Mitt
Lociled Inside
Jut Seidl' Carpel

1103 Northwood Dr

III
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• PUBLIC NOTICE •
MAY IS BETTER HEARING MONTH
The .professionals at Stone-Lang in-'
vite you to take :advantage of their
BETTER HEARING MONTH OFFER
FREE HEARING TEST

Support

Hearing screening test for adults (age 18-&
Up). If indicated, a hearing evaluation will
be available to determine the pr,oper selection and fitting for hearing aids.

(:111111111! 11111114

FREE HEARING AID CHECK-UP

Of MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

a hearing aid, we will
clean it and electra-acoustically check.the
performance in our FONIX hearing instrument test chamber.. regardless of where the
aid was purchased(

Call 753-9500

If you presently wear

HOG MARKET
Federal-Siete Markel %refs Service May 2, 1194
Kentucky Purdue,Aria Hog Market Report Includes 3
Buying Staten, Receipt!: Act. 1115, FeC 311 barrows &
Gill.51 lower Semi .S41-1.014 10.1t1
$411.141-41130
US 1.2 23142.30 11.WM-34M
US 211-231
1.3101-40.011
US 2-3 231-244 lbs.53R.S0-14-.411
US 3-4 210-271
Semi
US 1-2 221-33111
13 1-3 3441-4111
US 1.3 4411-525
-134.00-31.00
US 1-3 423 mall
IA 2-3 311-SIM
In 22301

ricers.

KENTUCKY BACKROADS

Charles W. Barrett
Charles W. Barrett, 64, resident of Fountain View slNiirsing-liome,
Eldorado, Ill., died Saturday at 9:17 p.m. at Ferrell Hospital,
Eldorado.
He had owned and operated Retail Satellite System in Lakewood,
Calif. He had-been a member of National Chamber of Commerce and
past presidentgif Jaycees at Lakewood, and general manager of Chamber of Commerce at Downey, Calif.
His wife, the former Charlene Nelson. died in November 1988.
Also preceding him in death were one sisier, Winna Mae Fields. ahd
one brother, John Calvin Barrett. Born July 15, 1929. in -Marysville.
Okla.. he was the son of the late Calvin John Barrett and Effie Lee
Perkins 'Barrett.
SurvivOrs include three sons. Carl Barrett, Murray, John Barrett, Si.
sia grandchildren.
--Peters,-M-o7.-and-Dale Barrettr-SaadwOodtWash.;
visitation from 1 tgo 3 p.m. at Vickery Funeral Home Chapel of
Equality. Ill.
Graveside services will be today at 3- p.m. at Elmwood Cemetery,
Equality, 111., 'with the Rev. T.Y. Williams officiating. Vickery Funeral - Home, Equality, is- in charge of arrangements.

Joe Hedges. mun.iger of the Nc v..
Bureau at Murray State, w ill he
master of ceremonies. Dr., la.,n
Robertson, associate vice presidelit
for Student affairs, will present the
outstanding senior man and
and Jim Bagger. director of sttid,--iit
life and 'the Corns Center, aill
present awards to graduating senkir
student ambassadors and 5(1A or

Murray State University will host
the 56th annual senior breakfast
Tuesday, May 3, at 8 a.m. in the
CUMS Caner ballroom.
In addition to honoring all graduating seniors from the classes of
December 1993, May 1994 and
August 1994, retiring staff and
faculty members will be recognized. Seniors and letirces arc
guests of the university, while other
staff and faculty members buy tickets to attend the annual event.
CIO•i•v'S are dismissed Tuesday
morning from 7:30 to 9:30 a.m. so
student., and faculty can attend the
breakfast.

Mrs. Henrietta B. Cathey

Mrs. Emily Jean Merrill, 69, Oak Street, Murray, died Saturday at
A--:05 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She was married Aug. 9, 1948. to John Harvey Merrill who preceded her in death. She was a member of Veterans of Foreign Wars
Auxiliary.
Born Nov. 16, 1924, in Arkansas, she was the daughter of the late
lrvan H. Warren and Myrtle Roach Warren.
Survivors include one local nephew. Don Spindleman. Hardin; four
cousins, Charles Vandewater and wife, Gladys. Kingwood. Texas.
Bobby Warren Hodgesi_and wife. Toodie. Allen Park, Mich., Evelyn
Ridgway,. Crawford, Okla., and Dorothy Iverson and husband. John,
Hoffman Estates, III.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. Ralph Hale will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jim Spindleman, Jerry Spindicman, Don SpindJeman. Mark Spindleman. Leonard Ragdol and Charles Vandewater.
Burial will be in Murray Memorial Gardens.

MAY 2 1994

Murray State University
hosting senior breakfast

DEATHS
Mrs. Emily Jean Merrill

MONDAY

'Did you know you can choose the exact
funeral arrangements you want?"

n

DEMONSTRATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY

Vicki Oliver
Hearing Instrument Specialist

s See and. hear the latest in

hearing aid

technology...including the computer programmable instrument! Hearing aids will be
available on a 30

day trial.

HEARING AIDS ON SALE
During May,all hearing aids will be specialty *
priced.

CD OWNERS!

ntuckt.m. to
lurrayd sale
at the
at 805
e civic
its and
at the

BATTERIES ON SALE

Are You Earning
Interest Rate
% Guaranteed
For One Year?
Annual
Fees!
No
Principal!
Guaranteed Return
Multiple Income F'eatures!
Cali Now For More Infornessison
On Tax-eleferred Annuities
-v.

M. WAYNE

BENNETT
Bennett Ins.

Services, Inc.
502.759•1880
beide. Rule In...rams Company Rated.A..*
Superierl by A al Beet TN'rating unbeaten
rinanmel strength end Matiltty

Michael K. Stone. BC-HIS
Hearing Instrument Specialist
grated; Alvin York, Bobble Wilcox, James Coleman, Jade Norewarthy, Keith Yoe*
Boa Kolvla York.

When you pre-arrange your funeral, all the details are
up to you.
We'll explain your choices to you, and give you the costs. You
make the decisions, no your family won't have to later during a
naturally stressful time.
Then, to make sure they don't inherit a bill, you can pre-pay
your arrangements through the Family Considerations program.
Call or come by today. Well be happy to help you plan the
arrangements you choose.

Ifyou or someone you love experiences difficulty hearing.., plan
now to visit our Mice duringMay. Pleasecallnow... appointments
are recommended as it Will reduce waiting to a minimum.
(502) 753-8655

Professional. Personal Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities

PAPottly afinsegoraUan• plane are und.rwrItter b
Ineurenoe Company
•

•This one uity neludas•3% Ant vaAr bonus
Rem a• M 4/11M, subset to change
P.m 011-AN IC
WA 1083

HEARING AID

753-6800

206 South 4th • Murray

1'...Led V•rnily II.

eft

u• Oa ea elae.eies -se

Outside'Murray: 1-800-949-5728

CO.
STONE-LANG
CENTER

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
713 South Fourth St.

Ask about our low Battery Club prices!
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tradition. The
-Pet Therapy is a valuable pert of the Humane •
Humane Society's youth group, PAWS, takes animal to Fern Terrace,
West View Nursing Home and the long-term care unit of the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital. The elderly get a boost from the visitors —
young, old or four-footed. Pictured: Maudie Armstrong.

Education is a vital part of the Humane Society's goals. We must begin with the youth to teach them the value of
animal kite and how it is related to humans and the environment. Part of that education is the PAWS program. {Left)
P&WSAINilltra Anne Himelick, Steve Adcock, Joe Adcock and Rachel Steinfeldt prepare to visit the Murray-Calloway
Coanty fitialgtai with a shelter puppy. (Right) Rachel Klapper and Joe Adcock visit West View Nursing Home with
another shelter puppy.

Each year 27 million dogs and
cats are born in the United
States. Of those, 15 million are
surrendered to shelters and 12
million are euthanized. The
best way to reduce the number
of pets that must be destroyed
is to reduce the number of
puppies and kittens being
born. The only etfective way to
do this is to have pets spayed
or neutered.

•

• 9

•-•••

Murray Animal Hospital
Office Hours
By Appointment
502-753-208t8
306 North 12th Street
Nltwray

1-t1

305 N. 12th
• University Square
• Murray • 753-7441

Jack & Senna Covey
Owners
2513 Coldwater Rd.
753-6756

cal
Al

T. Sm...., FIC
Ifoodma U.
lid•IA•pie
7334717

KOPFIRUD
711 Main St.
753-1222

Employees of the Callc
Speed, with Homer; Do
(kneeling) director Sha

Clyde Boren gets a kick out of his furry visitor, which was made possible by Pet Therapy volunteers.

Westside-Veterinary Service
"Dedscated Health Care For Your Pets"

• Dr. No& Thomas
• Dr. Bob Salley
• Dr. Don Fickey
Johnny Robertson Rd.

VETERINARY
MEDICAL CENTER
Jeannine Buchanan D.V.M.
715 S. 12th St. ,formarly

Headquart. r•

753-7011,

The J.H. Churchill
Funeral
Home
Karen Isaacs - Owners It,
Terry &

201 S. 3rd St.

753-2411

7536749

Pro-Line of
%%estern Kentucky
-Protect The One's
You LoveIp.ggre•

PHO LINE
Pet tontoinment System

Avaalabl•
• UL Listed * FCC P•oculated

SOUTHERN STATES
753-1423
Industrial Road - Murray

-Pet Sitting

•House Sitting

Call Shawn Maxwell-753-6147
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Humane Society Humanitarian of the Year 191-

"Since 1928"
MERCURY

Parker
Ford Lincoln-Mercury

,111 LiNcoiN
Hwy. 641 North - Murray
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The dogs and cats pictured on these pages are 'the result of
irresponsible pet ownership.
Animal overpopulation has reached the crisis stage. Each litter
does matter. One ofevery 10 animals will find a home. Others are
abandoned on roadsides to face the tragedy of starvation, disease,
brutality, traps and cars. The fortunateones are humanely euthanized in shelters.
In six years, a breeding'pair of dogs and their offspring can be
the source of 67,000 dogs.
In the same six-year period, a breeding pair of cats, having two
to three litters a year, can produce 120,000 cats.
The male dog or cat may father numerous litters daily.
The Humane Society of'Calloway County asks that each person
take responsibility for his own pet by neutering to prevent
unwanted iIitters.
Pets should not be treated as disposable commodities.
Before acquiring a pet ask yourself the following- quesans:
•Are you prepared to give it a lifetime of care?
•Do you have time free to water, exercise and groom it?
•Can- you afford the financial responsibility of ownership including food, vaccines, veterinary fees and licensing?
•Can you afford to spay or neuter so that needless litters are not
produced?
•Do you have an adequate home or yard for the pet?
If you answer yes to the above questions, there is probably a pet
waiting . for you to adopt at the Calloway County Animal Shelter.
Debbie Rhodes was named 1993
Humanitarian of the Year. She has
been very active with the Humane
Society for many years. The award
Is given by the Humane Society in
recognition of contributions to the
kindness of animals.

Employees of the Calloway County Animal Shelter are (standing from left) Dada
Speed, with Homer; Donna Fowler, with Samantha; Barbie Dickerson, with Judy;
(kneeling) director Shawn Maxwell, with Flash; and Marty Wynn, with Smiley.
The Humane Society of Calloway County is proud to be a part of the
Purina Pets for People Program. This program enables persons over
age 60 to adopt a special pet from the shelter with most of the
expenses biing donated by Purina. Pictured is Linda Siebold .with
Oueenie, her adopted Italian Greyhound.
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You At The
1de Yard Sale
day, May 7th

itipport the businesses
ed sponsor these pages

We offer a
-Family of Systemsthat fit both your yard
and your budgot.

Pets Are Wonderful...
Adopt One Today.
am
Murray
Auto Parts

The NelonIxenood Pet
Containment Professionals
For mon Information
and a FREE Sitiffilaili cal:

INAPAI

INVISIBLE FENCE
OF PADUCAH

8984271
1-800-232-DOGS

IIIMEIr

147
Compliments of.
Kelvin York., Keith York & Jak1ICS

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral home, Inc
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HUMANE

(
.:gravable Pet I.D. TagD
753-6800

713 South 4th St.
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WOODCZAFTES
GALLERIES

Member FDIC

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

East Main Street

.753-6147

Dees BankofHazer

753-3540 Hazel, KY

While shopping with us pick up an
extra bag ofdog or catfood to putIn
our drop box. It will be donated to
your local shelter.

STOREY'S ,FOIAOt4DT

Hwy. 641. N. - Murray
759-4522

492-8136
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SPORTS
Race driver

JIM
LITKE
AP Columnist

Brawling
black eye
for NBA

IMOLA, Wily (AP)of Brazil died Sunday
Marino Grand Prix. II
killed in Saturday's q
Shortly after the rac
pace car, Senna's Willi
concrete wall at about
the car and airlifted toll
of massive head inor
Scrim, 34, won 41 I
1990 and 1991 for Ma.
son. Ratzenberger was
Germany's Michael 5

Tewksbury stuffs Houston 6-5
Cardinal hurler
gets sixth win

over
Asuos.
the
'What's
important is that we
regrouped as a ballclub," Tcwksbury said. "Records don't mean a
Ling until all the-games are over;
HOUSTON (AP) — Even
got, lucky we got a timely"
without his best stuff, Bob
run to get the win," he said.
The Cardinals,'rotited 15-5 by
Tewksbury was tough enough to
Houston on Saturday night, took
beat the Houston Astros.
Tewksbury became the first
the lead when Ray Lankford
six-game winner in the majors ' homcred on the first pitch of the
when Gregg Jeffcries singled
game. He has led off three games
home the go-ahead run in the
with homers this year, including
eighth inning Sunday, giving the
a shot as the first bauer of the
season.
St. Louis Cardinals a 6-5 victory

Te*Isbury (6-0) allowed five "He's a tough pitcher, he doesn't
runs and nine hits in seven
walk that many guys. When you
innings. He struck out five and
get guys like that, you've got to
walked none.
be aggressive."
"I trust him even when he's
"Games like these are tough to
struggling a bit." Cardinals man- lose but we're going to - come
ager Joe Torre. "He's an artist, back and win some, I just know
really."
' it," he said.
Tewk,sbury took a 5-2 lead into
Willie Smith got two outs in
the sixth, but Luis Gonzalez tied the ninth and Rob Murphy closed
it with a three-run homer.
for his first save.
\
"What I'm most happy about
Lankford was hit by a pitch
is after he hit the homer, I shut with two outs in the eighth by
them down," Tewksbury said.
Mike Hampton (1-1), went to
Gonzalez said of Tewksbury, second on Luis AliCtil'S single

and scored on Jefferies' single to
center.
Lankford opened the game
with his sixth home run of the
season, one short of his entire
1993 total. Two batters later, Jcfferies hit an RBI double and
scored on John Mabry's single'
fora 3-0 lead.

victory.

Earnhardt edge

TALLADEGA, Ala.
by .067 seconds to v
Superspeedway on Sul
Earnhardt, who won
career, passed Jimmy $
about 18 feet on the 2
mph in. his Chevrolet I.
car crashes and a numb
by 25 points in the 5

Todd Zeile singled home a_run
in the second for a 4-1 lead and
Terry McGraft7s„RBI single in the
third made it 5-1.

I he problem was not with
if

Set.

hat WAS hockey on ABC.
Rut all that punching and
king and pushing and shov:. elbowing and hip-checking
er the weekend?
That was on NBC. Or, as the
,s'ople over at the peacock netork never tire of reminding
, that was the NBA on NBC.
4 ht confusion is understandAle.- Happens every year about
this time, or at least has since
the late '80s, when the Bad
Boys in 'Detroit made mayhem
('art of the postseason tradition.
\rid it's . going to continue
unless NBA commissioner
David_Stern adds a tradition of
his own and starts suspending
repeat offenders.
• The playoffs arc supposed to
he rough. POints are supposed
he harder to come by. Tempers
are supposed to be shorter. But
this is getting ridiculous.
On Saturday-night in Atlanta,
the, main event started with
\liarni's 6-foot-9, 230-pound
Grant Long -trying to choke the
lite out of the Hawks' Duane
f•,•rrell. But even as that was
• icaking up and peace was
•
out, Miami's Keith
,,ions got caught up in the
•:,irit of the thing_ and nailed
Atlanta's Doug . E.dwards from
h hind.
Had move. Edwards caught
kiii
with a windmill right
11 another Atlanta resident,
Ander Holyfield, would have
)11IL‘d for a few days earlier.
Hilt instead of the heavywcighi
title, VI it got Edwards was a
police escort from the court, an
..(.7tion and a very heavy fine.
maybe timing is 'everything.
Rod Thorn, the NBA's vice
president of operations, was at
the game and took a videotape
froni the TNT production truck
before. leaving. .Then again,
things being what they are in
the NBA right now, Edwards
didn't even get top billing in
the report that was waiting on
_Stem's desk this .morning. That
.ilihious distinction went t
an
\ ntonio's Dennis Rodman.
The Worm has turned,
right — into something of a
rewball. And we're not talkabout what's on top of his
1,1 any more, but what'st
inside of it.
In short order, Rodman flattened' Utah's Tom Chambers
\A ith an elbow 'and incredibly,
cot Chambers kicked out of the
game by .the refs. Not certain
that ploy would work a second
time, Rodman tried to take out
John Stockton of the Jazz all by
himself. As Stockton chased his
man through the lane, Rodman
stack out his knee and nearly
rulled a Nancy Kerrigan.
As it was, Rodman still managed to inflict a deep enough
thigh bruise to send Stockton to
the sidelines, joining him finalr :. skhen the refs found a convete....nt 'excuse to eject him as
i: I I.

Instead of dissuading such
behavior, the events of Saturday
night only whetted everyone's
appetite for Sunday.
In separate incidents, New
See Pag•--11

NBA PLAYOFFS

Nets players tc

Magic, Nuggets
face elimination
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Sports Writer

Associated Press till photo

Phoenix Suns forward Charles Barkley (34) and Chicago's Scottie Pippen have helped push their turns to
2-0 starts in their respective best-of-five series in the NBA Playoffs.

NEW YORK (AP) man and Jayson Willi;

police in connection wi
man said three teen-age
said Coleman and Will
them at 4 a.m. Satun

CBS` may fort

AT A GLANCE

Win tonight or go home.
That's reality for the Orlando
Magic and Denver Nuggets.
Of the eight best-of-5 firstround playoff series, only two are
tied at a game apiece. Six teams
are facing elimination with just
one more loss.
Four of them — New Jersey,
Cleveland, Golden State and
Portland — put themselves in
that predicament with losses Sunday. The Nets fell to New York
90-81, the Cars lost to Chicago
105-96, the Warriors were beaten
by Phoenix 117-111 and the Trail
Blazers lost to Houston 115-104.
On Saturday, Atlanta beat
Miami 104-86, Utah took San
, Antonio 96-84, Seattle defeated
Denver 97-87 and Indiana beat
Orlando 103-101.

NEW YORK (AP)
the Fox network, has h
sional league that wou
"Times said today that tl
Express, Anheuser-But

All Tann CDT
FIRST ROUND
Sunday. iley I
Ns* Tont 90 Nan Amer at New vont laNis
woes 2-0
Chcago 105 Clevaiand 96 Cmcapo Naas was
2-0
'whoops. 117. Godltan State III Photons dads
sands 2-0
Houston 115 Portland 104 Houston laads sands
2-0
Monday. Slay 2
Orlando at Indtana. 7 p m (TNT)
Soattla at Cramer. 930 pm (TNT)
Tumaday, larty_3
Atlama at Wane. 7 pm awn
C Ca90 at Cirriolandi 7 pm (TNT)
Houston at Portland. 9_30 pm iTesi
San Antono at Utah 930 pm (TNT1

•Brawlir
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boy Mark Price of CI
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,ting simultaneous tee
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Charles Barkley.
Considering his tarl
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Stern has had his first

Four days into the playoffs, the
biggest surprise, by far, was
Indiana's lead over the Magic.
"We stole two games down
there," Indiana coach Larry
Brown said. "We were hopeful
we could win at Orlando, but
those wins don't mean anything
• See Pap 11

Cubs, Braves continue southern slide
The Associated Press
The Chicago Cubs have the
worst record in baseball and the
Atlanta Braves have one of the
best. Still, they're stuck with the
same _thought lately: What's
wrong here?.
The Cubs remained winless at
Wrigley Field this season, losing
their 10th in a row at home,,6-2
Sunday to the Colorado Rockies.
Chicago matched the longest
home losing streak in team. history, set in 1974. The Cubs also

are off to the second-worst home
start in the majors since 1900 —
.the 1913 New York Yankees lost
their first 17 games at the Polo
Grounds, their park in those days.
"How many gameS has it
been? Eleven? Ten? It feels like
100," Cubs. first baseman Mark
Grace.
"I wish there were some
excuses," he said. "I need to
know why befOTe I drive myself
batty. Don't worry — I'm not
going to call the- suicide hotline

National League '
Sunday's Games
Florida 9, Cincinnati 4
Montreal 3, San Diego 2 (11)
Philadelphia 6, San Fran. 4
Pittsburgh 4, Atlanta 1
New York 7, Los Angeles 4
Colorado 6, Chicago 2
St Louis 6. Houston 5

or anything."
Atlanta, meanwhile, lost for
the eighth tirne in 10 games, falling 4-1 to Pittsburgh.
The Braves looked ready to run
;may when they started the sea-

Oakland sinks Yankee ship
A's end skid
with 8-1 win
By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports,Anter
Owning the American
League's worst record didn't stop
the Oakland Athletics from
partying.
The A's ended their secondlongest losing streak since moving to the West Coast.. in 1968
with an 8-1 home victory Sunday.
over the New York Yankees.
"This is the first time we've
had music in a long time," Troy
Neel said above the pounding
beat of rock music in the A's
clubhouse. ''When I came in, I
asked vrhere the•champagne was.
I was waiting for somebody to
pop one."
The A's had been Awaiting since
April 17 for their eighth win of

American League
Sunday's Games
Texas 5, Cleveland 4
Minnesota 7. Toronto 3
Detroit 8, Chicago 5
(1) Kansas City 6, Milwaukee 2
(2) Kansas City 7, Milwaukee 3
Oakland 8, New York 1
Seattle 6, Baltimore 0
Boston 10, California 1

1994. And to think it was just
two years ago the A's were
spraying champagne for something much more significant,
their fourth division flag in five
But even with Sunday's win
that halted their longest losing
streak since a 14-game slide From
July 29-.Aug. 12, 1977, the A's
are still bringing up the rear in
the AL West — baseball's weakest division.
"We're jest glad it clicked
today," said Neel, who drove in
four runs.
Bobby Witt allowed one run
aer 7 2-3 innings in his best outing of the year and Geronimo

Bcrroa had three RBIs for
Oakland.
"The longer we went without a
win the heavier the anvil was on
everybody's back; so I can't say
how pleased we all are to get this
streak over with," Oakland manager Tony La Russa said. "Now
you can look at it that we're 1-0
for May, so we'll take a day off
and come back out Tuesday
(against Baltimore)."
Witt (2-2), who pitched out of
trouble in the sixth inning by
striking out the' side after giving
KS consecutive singles, took a
shutout into the eighth before
Paul O'Neill hit a run-scoring
double with two outs.
Mclido Perez (2-2) allowed
five runs and eight hits in 5 2-3
innings. Perez walked three and
struck out three as the Yankees
were denied their first series
sweep in Oakland since 1979.

son with a 13-1 record, but
they've stumbled since then. Part.
of the problem is the Pirates, who
have won five of six from
Atlanta.
—We're not playing very well
right now, but they threw some
good pitching at us," Atlanta's
Fred McGriff said. "I don't know
if I can figure it out. If I could,
we'd win 1 50 games or
something."
The Cubs were tied at 2 until
Colorado's Nelson Liriano and

Mike Kingery each hit two-run
singles in the seventh inning.
Anthony Young (0-2) gave up
four hits in 6 1-3 innings and
wound upwith the loss. He holds
the major league record of 27
straight defeats, a streak that
ended last. season..
"You get tired of losing,"
Young said. "We've got a good
team. They know how it feels to
lose. They're sick of it, .too."
Howard Johnson hit a two-run
homer for the Rockies.

•Magic..
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'Breds rally in Game 3
to win UT-Martin series
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray State Thoroughbreds split a doubleheader with
Tennessee-Martin Sunday at Reagan Field, as the Pacers took the
first game 10-4, and sMurray State rallied for a 7-0 win in the second game.
Sunday's split enabled MSU to take two of a three-game series
on the weekend. On Saturday the 'Breda won 8-3.
In Sunday's opener, Murray State grabbed a 3-0 lead after two
innings, behind RBI singles from Robert Hunter and Chris Godwin.
But UT-Martin scored five runs in the third inning, with M
ButArum's bases loaded double scoring three runs.
The Pacers added a run in the fifth and four more in the se nth
Centerfielder Jimmy Carey was 4-for-4 for UTM, while Buttrum
had two doubles in the game. Hunter and Godwin each had two hits
for Murray State:
Pitcher Jason Walker fell tp 5-5 for Murray State.
In the second game, Adam Wilson improved to 7-1 on the year
with a complete game five-hit shutout for Murray State. Kurt
Muskopf had three hits for Murray State, while,Godwin had two
hits, including a key two-run single.
Mau Culp hit his 13th homer of the year for Murray State.
Murray State is now 22-20 overall and 9-6 in the OVC. LIT-,
Martin is 15-24 and 4-11 in the conference.
The two teams will meet again on Wednesday in a nonconference game.
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SPORTS

BRIEFS
Race driver Senna dies in crash Sunday
IMOLA, Italy (AP) — Three-urne world champion Ayrton Senna
of Brazil died Sunday about four hours after crashing in the San
Marino Grand Prix. Austrian rookie Roland Ratzenberger was
• killed in Saturday's qualifying.
Shortly after the race restarted following five laps behind the
pace car. Senna's Williams Renault went through a turn and into a
concrete wall at about 186 mph. He was pulled unconscious from
the car and airlifted to Maggiore Hospital in Bologna where he died
of massive head injunes.
Senna, 34, won 41 Grand Prix races and world utles in 1988,
1990 and 1991 for McLarcn before switching to Williams this season. Ratzenberger was 31.
Germany's Michael Schmachcr won the race for his third straight
victory.

Earnhardt edges lrvan for win at Talladega
TALLADEGA. Ala.(AP) — Dale Earnhardt edged Ernie Irvan
by .067 seconds .to win the Winston Select 500 at Talladega
Superspeedway on Sunday.
Earnhardt, who won his third race of the year and 62nd of his
career, passed Jimmy Spencer with five laps left and beat Irvaq.by
about 18 feet on the 2.66-mile oval. Earnhardt averaged 157.477
mph in. his Chevrolet Lumina in the race pikictuated by two multicar crashes and a number of wild maneuvers. lrvan leads Earnhardt
by 25 points in the season standings with 1,454 points.

Nets players to be questioned about brawl.
NEW YORK (AP) — New Jersey Nets forwards Derrick Coleman and Jayson Williams will be questioned later this week by
police in connection with a weekend street.brawl. A police spokesman said three teen-agers injured in the fight outside a Chelsea bar
said Coleman and Williams were Part of a group that fought with
them at 4 a.m. Saturday.

CB

may fOriff new pro—lootball league

NEW YORK (AP) —.CBS, suing by the loss of NFL games to
the Fox network, has held disctissions about forming a new profes.. The New York
sional league that would play 'Sunday afternoons.
'Times said today that the league would have the backing of Federal
Express, Anheuser-Busch and the Walt Disney Co.

win 9 events at Twilight
Racers
Staff %mart
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State's men's and
women's track teams came up
with nine first place finishes in
Saturday's Twilight Invitational
at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Heather Samuel led the way
with two first places, winning
both the 100- and 200-meter
dashes. Phyllis Jackson won the

The Associated Press
The New York Rangers, with
the-best regular-season record in
the National Hockey League,
continue to flex their muscles.
The San Jose Sharks, with the
worst record of any playoff team,
hope to, do the same.
Corning off a four-game sweep of the, New York Islanders and a
lull week's rest, the Rangers
began their second-round series
with a 6-3 victory over the
Washington Capitals. In Sunday's
othe.x, gamc,.the _Boston Bruins
defeated the New Jersey Devils
2-1 in Game 1 of their EasternConference semifinal.
Game 2 in both series will be
played Tuesday.
San Jose, making its playoff
.debut in its third year of exis-

•

coffee and the assorted fines
and penalties begin flowing out
of his office later today. And
rest assured, they will. .
Last season, anticipating the
upcoming playoffs and still
smarting from the infamous
New York-Phoenix brouhaha in
March that enriched NBA coffers and the league's designated
charities by $160,000,• Stern
quietly and confidently promised a group of visitors to his
office. "It won't.. happen
again."
Now it has. Despite nearly
doubling the fines for each

Samuel takes two firsts
400-meter hurdles and. plas.O.
second in the 100-miter
hurdles.
Also finishing first were:
Chris Barber, high jump; Lyndon Hepburn. 400 hurdles; Mar-

N.Y. Rangers look
strong in playoffs

•Brawling..
FROM PAGE 10
York's Patrick Ewing started
the afternoon by getting tossed
in the second quarter of the
Knicks-Nets game after catching two technicals, almost-choir
boy Mark Price of Cleveland
and Chicago's baby-faced B.J.
Armstrong followed up by get.ting simultaneous technicals
just two minutes into their
game, and the Warriors' Latrell
Sprewell capped it off by Letting a technical for woofing at
Charles Barkley.
Considering his target and
what might have been, Sprewell
probably figures he got a bargaiJ He may not feel quite so
strdtgly about it by the time
Stern has had his first cup of
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punch thrown in the postscason.
Despite outfitting. the referees
' with, hair triggers. Despite putting' the league's mouthy newcomers and its grizzled old
gunslingers on notice that taunt- ing - wouldn't be tolerated and
cheap shots punished. All those
tactics have proved, however,
are that ballplayers with fat
wallets have very Short
memories.
If Stern really wants to make
an 'impression on those same
people, the easiest way is to
make them sit on their wallets
for a game or two.

NHL PLAYOFFS

cus McDaniel._ 1 ID .hurdles;
e Thomas, 800-meter
men's mile relay
run; and
and women's 4X100-meter
relay.
Marcus Brown placed second
in the high jump and Melody

Sponsored By

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me tor all your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
'next to Century 21)
iii

(••••••11.7)

tence, Was a surprise first-round
winner over the Detroit Red
Wings. Tonight, the Sharks take
on the Torontot Maple Leafs.
---Ia tonight's ether-second-round
opener, Vancouver is 3t Dallas.
Brian Noonan's second goal of
the night enabled the Rangers to
take a 1-0 lead over Washington.
The Rangers put the game out of
reach with three straight goals,
starting with Brian Leetch's tiebreaker at 12:47 of 'the second
period.
Noonan, obtained by theoRangers in a late-season -trade with
Chicago, then scored at•15:45 to
give New York a 4-2 lead at
Madison Square Gaiden.

Placing third were: Greg
Deaves, shot prt: Renee Bailey. me,
javelin; Chris Barrigar, stet:,
plechase; and Felicia Ford. 1(10.
Placing fourth were: Pawn
Miller. shot put; Deaves, discus; Erie Dixon, javelin; Ford,
200; Johu Proctor, 800 and the
4xtoo men's relay.

SCOREBOARD

CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
Noy 1
Bosaon 2. Ni. Wise 1 Boston leads sews 1-0
Washington 3 Neer Vat
7404 YON Rampets
rads ewes 1-0
lles
Tcworeo 731 pm
Si.' Jose
38 pm
Verico.wra Dacia
Tweley. Nee 3
&Won al Noe Jews 7 38 Pm
Was/snipe et Nee Yoh Rangers 73$ pm

Helgerson finished second in
the 1,500.

•

am

753-9627
Like a good neighbor.
•
State Farm is there
Stale Farm Insurance Companies
Horn• Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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III Magic...
FROM 'PAGE 10
unless you take care of your
home court."
That court is Market .Square
Arena, where the Pacers haven't .
won a playoff series since
1974-75 — the season the building opened. The Pacers, in the
ABA in those days, beat the Den----ver-Nuggets 4-3 in- the Western
Diviiion finals.
Since then, they've had firstround defeats to New York
(1993), Boston (1991, 1992), •
Detroit (1990), Atlanta •(1987),
and Philadelphia (1981).
Orlando, on the other hand, has
never won a playoff game. The
5-year-old franchise made the
playoffs for the first time this
Season.
"I would think they're going
to come in here ready to win,"
Brown saick "I'm sure they feel
they can play better. I have too
much respect for them and their
players to take for granted we've
got the upper hand."
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Tommy Johnson Jr.'s

*MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL*

5000 Horsepower
Top Fuel Dragster
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One-way to
call AIM

SEE IT MAY 5 & 6
Stop By Our Dealership And See This
Spectacular Hemie-Powered Dragster
• FREE Full Color Tommy Johnson. Jr. Posters
•FREE $3 Discouryt NHRA Drag Race Coupons
at
See Tommy Johnson, Jr. compete at the NHRA Mid-South Nationals
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KIcklre Kountry
MUSIC BASH

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.
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13seutitui KenaluaStatePadt.
Ran or shine. Cali (502)
474-2211. for more information
Presented by JTIa
Promotions
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CANCER
INSURANCE

'PEN Pizza Magic Aurora
(Jpen 5pm
Closed
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot Santiwicht3S, gyros &
broad -.sticks Dine in or
t_arry out 494-8119 or
• BOO 649, 3804

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
to OUT

May B'Daysl.
.!,.tizanne, Nathan,
Zachary.
Treva,
Pillion'', Ray,
- Jeremy

Sherry

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199 •

Wanted To
Lease
Tobacco Base
' Mark Paschall
753-4802

Run this 2x2 consistency ad in Classifiedsevery day,including the Shopper,
for S160'a month (paid in cxivance).

Call 753-1916 for details.
America's Second Car

1/Ugly Duckling
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Care Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Diri:y, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Every

Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors ooen at 600)

Knights - of Columbus Hall
KY

west ti Johnny Robertson Road. South to Sp
Vise Road oght on So Hale Road 1/4 m00

94

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

LOST Female Dalmabon
in vacinity of Duncans
Market. Hwy 94E Call
LeRoy Todd, 753-0858 or
753-8943

$1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home No experience Free information/
7ree loCal dad*? servgair
supplies No obligation
CREATIVE Sewing & Sr,, Send self-addressed
vices, 400 North 8th stamped envelope to Hon753-5930 Open Mon. zon, Dept FF, PO Box
Wed3pm to 8pm, Sun 2149, Brownwood, :TX
lpm to 4 30pm
76804

Business on
a Budget?

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

FOUND:.Scroll Society pin
near Farmer & Broad.
753-2023.

NON-PROF IT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the-plans on a "guaranissue" basis (no -health questions)
aitit the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rites and service.
Please give us a call-for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199

9 BALL players for .7pm
Thursday & 2prn Sunday
Apply at Break Time Billards, Dixieland Shopping
Center. Progressive Jackpot Also inquire about our
BCA sanctioned 9 ball
league starting May 16th.
Call 759-9303. t
ACCEPTING applications
for light industrial positions
Apply in person Murray
Employment Office, 1210
Johnson Blvd , Murray, KY
APPLICATIONS being taken for experienced cooks
& waitresses. Apply in per- "
son or call 4 Seasons Restaurant in Hardin
437-4505
Experienced
Carpenters
& Labors

EXCITING new opportunity, earn up to $3.000rmo
working in your ,area. No
experience 'necessary
502-569-1962.

BOOKKEEPING with good
computer skills Full or parttime, depending on availability. Salary commensurate with experience &
skills. Send resume to. PO
Box 1594, Murray, KY .,
42071.
COMMERCIAL cleaning
service needing part time
night weekend help. Aroprox 18 hrs. Mon-Fri
1-800-860-7424 or
-753-9100.
DEPENDABLE high school
or cottage student needed
to watch 7y/ old for the
summer Call 753-3164 after 5pm
DETECTIVE-PRIVATE Investigator trainee Part/full
time, male/female,
502-329-1898
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the lulu,e and help to geta solid
career? We. have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full erne high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3:00pm.
This protect is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Ad through the4ren
lucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private industry Council This it an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and Ger- .
vices are evadable upon
request to Individuals with
EARN up to $1000 weekly
processing mail Start now.
no experience, free supplies. free information, no
obligation Send SASE to
utesme. Dept 28. PO Box
30, Bangs. Ti 76823

LOOKING for older woman
to keep infant in my home
Non-smoker, Christian,
provides •own transportation 3-4 days per week.
References required
759-1910

NEED 60 people Lose
10-30 pounds in 30 days
New, 100% natural, doctor
recommended program
Easy. safe. guaranteed
619-698-2419

EXPERIENCED printing
personnel wanted. Fulltime positions, competitive
OTR TRUCK DRIVERS
pay, good working condiTMC Transportation, a rations. -Innovative Pnriting,
pidly growing Flatbet ear1623 Highway 121,Murray,
KY 42071. Marc Peebles, ner needs more professionals to drive our new KWsl
(502) 753-8802.
'Earn avg $ 26 per mile to
EXPERIENCED dry wall start' 'Make avg $ 29 per
hanger, must have tools & mile in & months' 'Best
Medical Plan in Trucking
references 474-8377
Inc! Dental and Vision''Get
FULLTIME parcel. delivery home every other
driver. Health insurance weekend' 'Assigned
furnished. No lay-offs. Trucks and Rider Policy'
Send resume to: PO Box YOU NEED 0-134.. w/
528, Murray, KY 42071,
HazMat, 12 mos OTR exFULL-TIME cashier Wren- per or recent truck school
ing shift. Experienced at grad, clpan MVR CALL
SUNDAY'
TMC
gas station work
1 -800-247-2862
753-3195. •

070
Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and expenenced, references Call
Linda 759-9553

ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns E. tuxe
dos Ruth s See and Sew,
Country Square. 1608 N
121, Murray 753-.6981
LOOKING for yards to
mow 753-6226 753 4168

SEWING lobs wanted inWEST Tennessee manu- cluding formal wean
facturer is seeking applic- 7re8-1061
ants for the following posi100
tions. Computer ProgBusiness
ramer, Data Entry operator
Opportunity
& CAD operators. Excellent
WOrking conditions and
A 18 store route Contemcompetitive salary & bene- porary greeting card busifits package Send detaiked ness No selling Requires
NOW taking appliacabons resume with salary require- 8-10 hrs per week Income
at The Dutch Essenhaus, ments to PO Box 1040 I, to 51,000+ a week Invest
Murray. KY 42071_ EOE
Hwy 121 N. 753-2334.
ment required $15,600
1 800 822 7454

LOCAL business desires
mature individual to work
-40hrs/wk thru August,
15-20hrsiwk thereafter
General knowledge of accounting and computer
skills preferred. Send resume to. PO Box 1040 .1,
Murray, KY 42071. -

Murray's Only Home Owned &
Operated Pest Control Service

ontro
Serving Western KY With Complete Termite
And Pest Control Service Since 1958

120

BUYS ARE
WARING...
CiASSIREDS!
Whether you're in the
N

market fore washing
machine or•gym set,
you'll find it in

Murray
e
Ledger & Times

Satellite Systems
'
'Sales "Service 'Parts
"Service After The Sale
'
Systems Starting At 1,299
"'Serving West Kentucky
Since 1984
DISCOUNT PRICES ON SATELLITE EQUIPMENT
For More Information Call:
(502) 753-3107

INDUSTRIAL NURSE
Plant first aid, worker's compensation, act as liaison with employees,
physicians. etc. Prefer R.N. with
industrial experience. Respond to:

Personnel Manager
P.O. Boic 610.
Paris, TN 38242
An Equal OpportunUy Employer

Tobacco workers needed. Employment
dates are at follows:
5/21/14 thrti 3f15/95
5/21/14 thru 12/1644

5/21/94 thru 212045
5/2IM4 thru 2/5/95

Guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. All
tools provided. Housing provided for
non-commuting workers. Trahspodation
and subsistence reimbursed to worker
upon completion of 50% of contract. Pay
rate is $829 hourly, contact your local
employmer4 office.

WESTINGHOUSE electric
stove Call 753-1159
160
Home
Furnishings
ELECTRIC recliner lift
chair, reasonably priced,
can be seen anytime at
1309 Olive Call 753-1760
after_ 5pm.

1982 24X56 FLEETWOOD
3br. 2 bath, cathednal ceilings appliances deck &
service pole Excellent condition Must be moved'
435-4638 after 5pm
1985 BUCCANEER 14X70
2br. 2 bath, central h/a
753.445,4

760 INTERNATIONAL HiBoy with tenders. & gainless steel tank Excellent
condition 345-2666 after
5pm

ANTIQUES by tie piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578
901-644-0679
CASH paid ior good used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray
WINDOW air conditioners
working Or not 7535958

18 PIECES of weight
equipment Free weights,
nautilus & machines all one
price 759-9119
ROD & reel plus tackle
753-0653

Home Health Aides
for Calloway

Co. & Marshall Co. areas.

Applications available at either office.
Excellent salary & benefits
-;
For more information, call
Brenda Wilson, RN,
Director of Nursing

1990 12HP Murray ndrng
mower, 38" cut, $500 obo
Call 436-2528

Firewood

1

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

220

GUITARS keyboards &
computers 753-6768
PIANO tuning John
Gottschaik, 753-9600
240

4HP Chipper/Shredder like
Mismillaneous
new condition Cost $400
new, will sell for 1275 HERBAL for better health
For heart, kidney, blood.
435-4043
and for sex Information
BOGARD trucking and ex- enveloped PO Box 1584.
cavating. inc. We haul top
Tn 38242.
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
KILL ROACHESIBuy EN
rock, rip rap 759-1828
FORCER OverNote Roach
INFANT girl clothes 0-6 Spray or OverNite Pest
mos Sleepers, dresses & Control Concentrate
day wear many summer Makes 2 gallons Kills
items Also a car seat Call roaches overnight or your
anytime. 759-4156
money back. GUARANNEW metal siding & roof TEECP Available at Coast
mg Cover 36" cut to length to Coast. 604 N 12th St
in 10 colors, galvanized
and gatvalume Secondary SLOW DRAINS? DRAIN
if available Portable car
CARE ends slow drains
girt kits 489-2722 or Removes years of buildup
489-2724
in popes. and Its safe to use
STAIR steeper $250 new, Money back GUARANsell for $125 Large sec- TEED' Available at. Murray
OCinal sofa, $400 Large en- True Value Home A Auto
tertainment center with HOW. North Side shopping
Ctr •
bookshelveS, $100
Washer/dryer, $225
250
753-0811
Business
SUN tanning beds new &
Services
used Financing available
K
T
I
and
Associates offerParts, service & supplies
Sonny ing a full line of investigative
Call
Hooks,753-9274, or sennces Bel kw Center
753 3866•81i 436-6099
1-800-540-9790
TEA length, white formal
wedding dress, size 10, &
head piece 7533469
TOPPER tor I. asking
8300. koby Heritage 2owl
Cum deener..Call3811-110111
attar 4pm

1-502-753-1434
We Make
tioerm Calls.
A
Home
COrttl•UK ant
. :•,

104 N. 5th
(Walnut Plaza)
Murray, Ky.
cTual (1pp•nt,nay

Employer

210

Musical
Articles
For &de

280

ContintieCare, Inc. Home Health
is now accepting applications for

ten
Want
To Buy

JUST now on market' Custom built 2br, mobhe home
superbly maintained '8
acre corner lot minutes
from town, $31.000 Contact Kopperud Realty.
7541-1222 MLS* 053

Mobile
Hamm For Rent
1985 BUCCANEER 14X72
2br,
bath, central
MOTHERS Day Sale' Save electric heat & 'air, double 2BR Grogan s Trailer Park
on all recliners, svevelrbck- flobring & insulation, car- Appliances &.' water furners glider rockers & lamps port.' outbuilding Located ished Coleman RE
Extra savings on all Irving at H-7 Coach Estates Re- 753-9898
room, dining room bed- duced' 759-4453
2BR in country, very priroom groups, roll top desks
vate Kids & animals ok
bechng, roll aways, odd 28R, furnished 8-carpeted $250/mo Almo area
beds & chests Carraway on 3 lots Well & septic 753 2985 Carolyn
Furniture 105 N 3rd, system Reduced Wilson
Realty, 302 S 12th
SHADY Oaks 2 or 31x,
753-1502
753-3263
electric or gas Walking distance-to college 753-5209
A nice country home Doublewide on 1 acre central
ha, 3br. 2 bath, with 8x10
2EI
5 THREAD industrial ser- front porch and 10x20 back
Mobile
ger w table, light 110 mo- deck Two out ,buildings.
Home Lots For Rent
tor $800, 750237 after nice landscaping, on. a
paved road Priced at
4prn
MOBILE home lots for rent
$37,500 759-4416
•
492-8488
190
BY owner 26X70 3br, den
Farm
with fireplace, 2 full baths,
Equipment
central hie, large front &
150 DIESEL Massey Fer- back covered porches 2
acre lot 3 miles South of
guson real good shape
800-2200S0 f/ Coleman
with bush hog 437-4364 Murray 24X24 shop RE
753-9898
753 6962
after 5pm

CASE International 495
• Tractor, 42HP, approxi286 TANDY Computer
mately 150 hours, new concolor monitor & printer, dition
Phones
$800 obo Call 436-2318 or 5 0 2 75 3 4 38 9 and
436-2845
502 753-5960
PC Repair upgraded
training at your location
Hawkins Research,
Sports
753-7001
Equipment

150

SOUTHERN
SATELLITE

klobils
Homes For Saki

Computers

753-0414

Immediate positions
available. Must be deAdding
pendable.
crew. Call 489-2978
after 4:30 p.m.
BOB-truck driver- dispatcher. CDL Hazmat X
'Endorsement required ARplications may be picked up
at Belcher Oil Co.,403S LP '
Miller St.

Wersed

Help
Wanted

Help

Help
Wasted

270
Mobile
homes For Sole
12X50 lb.. 1 bath, mobile
home Gas heat $2,500 •
Cal 436-5701 alter ..5prn

Receptionist for the
Board of Education
High School Diploma or GED required.
Excellent telephone and typing skills
required. Ability to work with people is
of utmost importance. Must have computer skills including a knowledge of
how to use a spreadsheet and word
processing software. Applications will
be accepted until May 13, 1994. This
position will be filled as soon as possible.
Interested persons should submit application to:
W.A. Franklin, Supt.
Murray Board of Education
814 Poplar Street Murray,Ky. 42071

A proven program that shows you
how to choose the career of your
dreams, prioritize goals, learn about your personality fit, prepare a
resume that will help get you an
interview, negotiate salary, and
help you get the career path pf your
dreams.
WHERE? CURRIS CENTER THEATRE (3rd Or)
WHEN? THURSDAY.* 6304:30 p.m.
WHY?
YOU'LL GET THE CHANCE TO
FIND THE JOB OF YOUR DREAMS
COST? $69 IN ADVANCE,S79 AT DOOR
HOW? CALL (30O) 753-5624 le iegiater
Spaeserel

Sips Taw Game Abread Asarialkm

AIWA

if-

c

•••a

Red

HARD to believe that office
space on the coun square
in downtown Murray is al
fordable IL available but 11
IS I Debbie can tel you all
about it Call 753 1266

ded lo
klin of
Murray
be MO-

RETAIL or Office Space in
S Sado Shopping Center
753 4509 or 753 6612
320

Apartments
For Rent

.at be

1 2 3BD acts Furnished
.ery nice near MSU No
75 3 1 25 2
Pets
days 753 0606 after 5pm
1BR $205 mo College
Farm Rd Apartments
753 6716 after 5pm

rketl Cus
blie home
lined •n
minutes
)00 Con
Realty
053

Estate
MUR CAL Apartments now

accepang appiocattons for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opporturvty
NEW large duplex 2 hi
baths gas heat in owing
area lease a deposit
$5001no No pets' Days
nights
753 1155
753 1623
NICE 2br duplex stove
refrigerator dishwasher in
eluded W D hook up can
vat ha $375/mo plus de
posit No pets Days
nights
753 1953
753 0870

KY Lake lois priced fitim
$3000 to $19500 All
wooded & rnost have beau

*AA views or KY lake Contact Kopperud Realty
753 1222

NEW duplex for sale Cambridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156
WANTED WI exchange a
storage building and a shop
for a small farm or acreage
Call 753 t492 Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors

tOOFT X 23011 in Preston
$13 000
Heights
753 5500

13
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

&Maws
Restate

ea•w

Sonless
MIN

balm
Wend

Used
Cseo
LTD
1978 FORD
Brougham white red inter
or extra clean car $850
436 2427

1974 GLASTRON Wu boat.
115 Johnson in dash depth
finder foot control trolling
MOICX garage kept $3 100
oto 753 0653

1988 CHRYSLER Con
quest TS1 great condition
64 XXX miles $5900 or
trade for truck 759 1016
weekdays

1987 CHAPARRAI 2041 slu
boat, 230hp. double axe
traitor, mint condition,
$10.900 Call 753 4663
days, 492 8479 nights

1989 BMW 3251 excellent
conortron Power sunroof
windows & lochs Leather
seats 6 tract cd player
Cal 7530919

BASS boat outfitted $2400
obo 436 2463 atter 6pm

1990 HONDA CRX HF
45 XXX mites red extra
clean 45 mpg $7 195
753 0811

GIBSON 1987 42' house
boat, twin 220 crusaders. 2
Kohler gen.
AC/7Fly bridge Bimini electron
ics excellent condition/
extra clean $50,000
615-646.0327 (leave mes
sage) Picture spec
available

ASPHALT driveways sea
led Reasonable rates, free
estimates 753 8463
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair replace
ment 759 1515
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways hauling foundations
etc 759 4664
BACKHOE Service complete foundations septic
systems R H Nesbitt Ma
sonry Phone 492 8516
pager 762 7221
BEST rates for lawns
mowed 753 6986

CARROLL S custom gar
den tilling bushhogging
box grader blade work
Free estimates Gerald
Carroll 502 492 8622
CNIM Chien Chimney
Sweep. has 10% senior
assert discounts We see
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes trailers. offices
Wulff s Recovery. Murray
436 5560
CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Corn
elute installation and ser
Call Gary at
vice
759 4754

ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Heating Cooling 8 Electric
Inc Servce sales and in
stallation (502) 435 4699
435 4327
GARDENS TILLED FOR
SPRING PLANTING! Spe
cialaing in hard to get to
areas Small or large gar
dens done Schedule early
for prompt service Call
R1C1 day 7599657 for a
tree estimate

JIM S Garden Service
Gardens breaking dis
lung thing Lawns seeding
& fertilizing new or ousting
Blade work & bush
hogging Reasonable
rates 753 3413

GENERAL Repair plumb
ing roofing tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Rooting vinyl siding paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 436 2701

KITCHEN CABINET RE
FAcitip Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors free estimates
Wutft s Recovery Murrav
KY 436 5560
LAWN care rotor tieing
handyman last reiiabe
service 436 5392
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

LIGHT hauling tree trim
BIG Maintenance lawn CUSTOM bulldozing and
1991 LEXUS 250 ES
ming and removal Call
care light hauling & land
backhoe work, septic sys
loaded 40 XXX miles
753 2320 leave message
1BR near MSU appkances
terns 354 8161 after 4pm
white & beige nice one MINNKOTA bow mount seapeig Free estimates
SOUTHWEST
HADAWAY Construction
Ask for Bill 759 4490
brakes
MUFFLERS
furnished Coleman RE NOW taking applications 100X140
non smoker, trolling motor Model 599
owner
AJ
D & D Lawn Care Free Remodeling vinyl siding
aty
Villa subdivision
shocks, service RIG Ex
753 9898_
753-5500
$15,500
loot con
Itetrust
speed,
8
for Section 8 low rent Pious
Repair
BOB'S
Plumbing
win2296
estimates 489
vinyl replacement
utilities reduced $17 500
haust. 514 South 12th
2 marine bane
Service All week guaran
IBR on North 4ik-daposit ing Apply in person at 753 4873 after Eipirn
1992 EAGLE Talon. tolled with
dows vinyl flooring
Street 753 8868
Reason
$350
Masters
little
DECK
very
Used
ries
906
Manor
Southside
teed
753 J134 or
$185/mo
No pets
loaded 753 8613 after
4362052
work
even
quality
for
rates
miles
3
0183
able
lot
753
irooded
RE
AC
be
3
Daytime
Extended
St
Broad
436 5832
MULCH delivered Murray
753 8848 before 9prn
5 30pm
For your free estimates call
'rigs & weekends
HANDY man services of
tween 8am 12noon No N of Murray on Poor Farm
436 5560
BRYON'S LAWN SER- Rick 753 6566 or Mac. fered carpentry electn
1 OR 2br apts near down phone calls please Equal Rd 437 4703
GRADUATION 1988 VW 901 217 5524
VICE Free estimates
PAINTING interior exter
753 7864
town Murray 753 4109
Cabriolet convertible triple
can yard work painting
Housing Opportunity
USED boats motors trail 753 4591
CORNER lot in Canterbury
ior House & mobile home
white 79 XXX miles a c
1449
759
etc
reDRYWALL finishing
1 ROOM ethcency apart PET owner duplex avail
parts for sale
Estate Priced to sell
repairs Tuckpointng beck
pis pit new top asking ers & salvage
rnent $200,mo Available able in country June 1 7mi
753 3110 after 5pm
Boat & motor repair All CARPORTS for cars and pairs additions and blow- HEATING Ron Hall Heal
work Free estimates Call
365
7849
502
$8,000
trucks Special saes for ing ceilings 753 4761
now 1602 Olive partial oil from campus Female
work & parts guaranteed
irg Cooling and Electric 436 5009 436 5032
motor home boats RVs
Coleman RE
;ties
RED 1985 Nissan Sentra Wayne Darnell Marine Re
Co Service unit replace
dogs large breed only
PLUMBING repairman with
and etc Excellent protec
753 9898
stationwagon 4dr air am/ pair
Hwy 121 S
EXPERIENCED dry wall ment and complete install
$360 mo water & garbage
lion high quality excellent
same day service Call
fm excellerli condition
502 436 5464
finishing References avail lion Licensed gas installer
1 ROOMS tor rental 1614 paid Call 753 8607 T -Th
436 5255
value Roy Hill 759 4664-'
Must Sell Call 759 9138
Phone 435 4699
able 436 2060
762 1151 M F after 8pm
Olive Utilities furnished
1304 OLIVE Blvd Excel
_
s.to
\J
Share kitchen living room VERY nee 2br 2 bath du
WHITE 1984 Monte Carlo
lent Blvd location, 2 story
Services
& bathroOm facilities Walk pier appliances furnished
colonial with columns LR, SS extra clean with low
Offered
to MSU Coleman RE central gas heat & air
miles 753 6786 after 5pm
formal dining library large
Authorized
753 9898
1 1 1 1 A Hauling moving
$475mo I mo deposit I
kitchen with island & pan
Somplicini
ib
BRIGGS it STRATTON
dean up odd lobs tree
28R 1 n bath townhouse, yr lease No pets Call try large family room with
and KOHLER
trimming, tree removal,
fireplace. Sbr. 2 full, 2 4
Sarnia Cam
new. spacious All ap- ,753 2905
yard mowing mulch haul
baths utility room patio, 2
pliances furnished includSouthern States
Tim
from
Across
Price
Free
reduced'
estimates
ing
car garage
8i,gn8
340
'
ing washer & dryer Call
1976 K5 CHEVY Blazer Lamb 436 5744
Call for appt 753 7689
Souses
753-1614
4X4 400 engine sharp.
For Rent
1 1 1 1 A Joe s mowing
2 3br 1 bath central gas
2BR 1 bath duplex central
101 Industrial Road
$4 500 436 5405
753-0859
carport
a
h
-trimming pruning tree re
like
up
gas ha.w,d hook
P0. Box 247
appliances gas heat
2BR
manual
estimates
350
evenings
"roe
5214
753
GMC
moval
days
1979
new appliances furnished
KY 42071
university, $325/mo,
Murray,
near
obo
$700
transmission
2867
436
$400/mo, lmo deposit
lease & deposit 492 8393. 2BR, large living room, 436 2997 or 7511657
Repair Work
Also
RCS
Tillers
435448() or 436 5725
kitchen dining room utility
2BR beck with carport wfd room office or play room.
Recut Lamb
1 1 1 A all around mowing,
1981 FORD pick up
2BR. 1 bath duplex ApS 6th
provided 509
Richard Lamb
We accept MasterCard & Visa
trimming hauling Mark
floored attic, central gas
$2 200 obo 492 8405
pliances furnished Central
$375/mo 753 7210
436 2528
heat, new sewer line, tastegas heat, central air.
grey
CHARCOLE
1988
a
$425/mo 1 mo deposit. lyr 2BR house walking dis- fully decorated, quiet
1 1 1 A Hauling tree trim
Ford Ranger, chrome bed
ease, no pets 753-2905 tance to university, carport, neighborhood, $48,500
rails & wheels sunroof arte ming tree removal dean
Real
1703 College Farm Rd Call Call Terry Paschall
fm cassette $3 800 obo
ing out sheds attics & odd
?BR 1 bath duplex, garage
Estate 435 4011 or Lindy
759 1675
lobs Free estimates
354 6563
door
rvith automatic
at 753 3415 or 753.4282
436 2102 Luke Lamb
apener dish washer gar- '243R house near downtown
1988 FORD XLT supercab
48R 2n baths plenty of
page disposal w/c1 hook-. Murray $325mo lease re
options including Al AL S hauling yard
Most
closets gas central ha,
Jp central ha, $450 mo quired 753 4109
trailer towing Excellent work tree removal mow
carpet large rooms with
lyr lease Day 753 7688
Free estimates
ing
condition 436 5365
new
bathroom
new
MEM/
2BR
ceiling fans located on
lrghts 759 4703
759 1683
carpet 711 Payne St
large corner lot with plenty
1990 FORD Lariet F150
2BR duplex, appliances $375.mo Call 753 8767 or of trees in Kirsluay Area lyr
V 8. 50, power windows. A 1 A YARD Service tree
red hook-up fenced in 753 2339
old Call for appointment
air am/fm cassette ps. removal trim hauling,
back yard water utility
pia, tilt, cruise, auto, dual mulching & clean up
miles West of 489 2520
central air $420 mo Depo 3BR beck 3
tanks bedliner, factory 492 8254
or 4BR home on 1 acre lot
753-3125
Murray
Sit security Call 492 8393
wheels 95 XXX miles
753 1362
offered at $33,000 This is a
Al TREE Service Stump
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
maroon & grey. sliding
28R furnished apartment
Contact
special'
handyman
removal and spraying Free
COLDWATER Rd
811
excellent
window,
glass
utilities paid, non smokers
Realty,
estimates 753 0906 after
Can be seen after April Kopperud
condition. $7,900
Call for appointment. Ro
5pm 759 9816, 753 0495
753.4857 or 753-1222 MLS* 5491
28th
5744
atiltMort
436
gers Enterprises.
..
753 2967
f LAC •1•CAL , .114.4C1L,115
bath,
2
A 1 Tree trimming mulch
BEAUTIFUL 3br,
753 5140
Comanche,
JEEP
1990
Insured
&
Licensed
•
Residential
&
Commercial
Paul
hauling & odd jobs
beck home in the city on 1 4
pick up. 5sp. white, $6 000
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
James C. Gallimore, Owner
2BR townhouse. 1 h
acres Excellent condition
436 2528
5500
rirn..ei seser eoti St i,•Sta,111k- • ik,d.5.C•0 In.,.1 ,,,.,.
753
7 Days Per Week
baths, all appliances in
with many extras 1511
,
.oww A,Aornwo
ADDITIONS garages new
gluding washer & dryer,
Martin Chapel Rd
RED -1993 Toyota 4X4
808 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY • 759-1835
homes sun rooms wood &
deck, ceiling fans, tool
condition
753-7957
excellent
CREEKVIEW Self storage
metal studs Tripp Williams
shed, new vinyl flooring,
$12,900 759 9305
warehouses on Center BY OWNER 3br, 14 bath
builder 753 0563
RON HALL
new paint, free lawn care
Drive behind Shoney s
Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
brick ranch Eat-in kitchen,
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Coleman RE, 753 9898
work.
yard
around
510
ALL
.420 $40/mo 759-4081
formal dining room. living
u- Contra] Heafirie & Cooling Serece & Insiaaion
Chiropractor
Mowing hauling odd jobs,
with 7
2BR townhouse, new, spaElectrical Service I insza;ration
p mew
fp'
Storage room, family room
NORTHWOOD
4703
437
trimming
Campers
Call for an appointment
crous. all appliances includbay window Central gas
Licensed Gas Merchant
0711u—cla
units availhas
presently
IR
ing washer & dryer
heat & air, wall to wall car16FT camper trailer seeps ANTENNA Repair and inable Call 753-2905
753-4573
Jacuzzi
fans,
ceiling
pet,
(502) 435-4699
stallation Replace or install
6 gas stove electric hook
Murray, KY
14x14tt storage bldg Lot
STORAGE trailers for rent
quality Channel Master anup new tires $850 obo
2BR upstairs apartment
75x150 adjacent lot availtennas, rotors and emelt
437-4909
$250/mo plus deposit for 2 753-7888
able Walk to banks & shoptiers Beasley s Antenna
people Water & garbage
mini
1984 JAMBOREE 26ft
ping Priced to sell, mid
•• Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding..
Service, Buchanan,
paid for Call 753-8355 bemotorhome 36 XXX miles
$70s Call for appt
901 642 4077
Septic Tanks, Sewers 4 Hauling
Doors, Wndows, Doo, Tracit 'I Troi.eys.-ar,d l-suator,
50x50 Warehouse
tween 8am 5pm
Extra clean with all conve
'
753.4359
io, Metal Bud ngs
Call Us Anytime
Building For Rent fN1MEDIATE possession niences' Must see' ANTIQUE refinishing fur3BR. 2 bath, low utilities,
°...'
489 2122
-,,'
C"..'
Rd (Hwy 2991
niture repair & custom
489 2726 after 5 30pm
with garage $550/mo
46,4;1/24
ii .
Road.
Murray KY 420n
Industrial
On
on this 3br, beck home with
8056
753
woodworking
753-3293 after 6pm
attached garage & NA in
FOR sale 1982 27tt self
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
sulation Priced in low contained Aljo-Aly camper
AVAILABLE now' lbr, no
Factory trained by 3 major
$60'S Contact Kopperud
pets, $185/mo, low utilities
Good condition, new awn
manufacturers All work
Realty, 753-1222 MLS* ing in 1991. $6500 obo
753-3949
370
•.I V.,
and parts warranted Ask
024
8284
502.753
Call
Livestock
CLEAN CUTE LARGE 2br
All Type. of Refuse Service
for Andy at The Appliance
NOW is the time before MINI Winni camper excel
& Supplies
beck duplex Dishwasher,
Works 753 2455
1-800-585-6033
prices go higher, one story lent condition Also hot tub
washer, dryer included
Route Manager
Stewart.
SERVICE
Bud
'APPLIANCE
Central h/a Available im- 3YR old Gelding saddle bock 2 bath, 3br in Sher
4095
753
Kenmore Westinghouse
mediately Great neighbor- horse, professionally wood Forest Great neigh
1993 Whirlpool 30. years ex
SAVE $4,000
hood No pets, deposit, broke, asking $700 Steve borhood 753-4043
BOBBY
8204 after 5pm
Coachmen 31ft travel perience
lease $390 mo 753 8734 Lamb, 753
SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath, trailer, like new, $13,200
753-9257 at work
HOPPER 436 5848
with great flowing lay out, 527-8226
EMBASSY 2br central
$25/ea
beautiful kitchen, breakfast
gas appltances furnished 5 GOATS
753 6306
room seperate dining
Coleman RE 753 0898
QUALITY WORK AT FAIR PRICES
room Lots of extras, coun&
sows
breed
17
sale
FOR
New Tires • Struts • Alignments
FEMALE looking to share
try club view Call for your
1 male 759 9632
nice 2 bedroom duplex
Brakes • Oil Changes & Lubes
appointment today
$320 includes utilities PETER Pumpkin Eater's 753-2905
• Wrecker Service • Shocks
753-3469
wife would have stayed
Routine Service Work • Suspension Repair
beauti470
-4.
FURNISHED 2br 2 story home it she'd had a
PVC fence
(502) 753.6779
408 N. 4th St. VISA MC
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
duplex Stove & refrigera- ful carefree
DISCOVER
May
Experienced builder of houses,
(502) 753-8346
Motorcycles
tor, 1415 A Poplar St. Holland Fence Co
rr)
of the Deductibles'
Murray
ACCEPTED
garages, pole barns & storage
$300/mo No pets Lease & field Ky 3452776
I
E
1990 FZR 600, black, 2
MEDICAR
deposit 753 8734
buildings Also remodeling Call for
Shofar helmets, tank bag,
SUPPLEMENT
new chain & sprocket, low
FURNISHED apts renting
estimates, no job too large or too
are responsible for the deductibles that Medi
You
Call
$3,500
mileage,
now Available in May No
small
care does not pay S676 on part A. S100 on'Part B
436-5496
pets Also sleeping rooms
I
Call me for more information
Apts
Zimmerman
87 PM 125 bought new in
FREE !1ELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-6609
AKC Registered 4yr old, 1988 Never been raced
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
male Dalmation Phone New top end. chain.
HILLDALE Apartments
2896
489
back
tire,
&
sprocket
management
under new
Boat Dock Building & Repait
$1,000 obo Call 492-8156
Come see the changes tak FOR sale Chihuahua
Delapidated Docks And Other Structures
rag place Now available AKC male chocolate &
Remove
YZ 80 NEWLY rebuilt, good
802 Chestnut Street
Crane Barge • Rip Rap From Barge
Small
2br apartment. 24hr main tan adult great pet $125
Inc.
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC,
shape, $600 492-8749
Roar Lilts • Boat Mounted Pile Dnver
tenance Handicap acces Also Pomeranian full
Murray, KY 42071 '
Jim McNeely . Route S Box 244AA Benton. KY 42025
Office hours blooded female 34 lbs
sible
& Cooling Service & Installation
Heating
Central
(502) 753-8181
Nile.
A
iji
Sr,
Ti
Hard
Fri
IFS
(502)3544383
Mon
30pm
4
8am
no papers black 8 white
Electrical Service & Installation
i
Equal Housing Opportun great pet $150 Call
Licensed Gas Merchant
ity 437 4113
901 584 4475
engine
390
FORD
1966
I have many nice apart- HAVE an obedient safe
35p hirb, runs good $400
ments, duplels & homes dog for show or home
753 5318
Garden Tilling • Grader B'lede Work
all over town. many near Classes or private lessons
—
call
or
by
Come
campus
Custom Bushhogging Lots
Serving Murray for over 1967 MUSTANG convertiBradley Book Comny 12yrs 436 2858
Phone
ble,black p/s, auto new
(502) 435-4699
Murray, KY
(502) 492-9622
753 8767 or 753 2339
paint new upholstery,
0ERAL1) C.ARROLL
..
$8 000 753 8869
KENTUCKY Lake Lake
430
land Westly Village I br
500
1972 FORD Galaxy
Real
GUPTON'S
apartment utilities in
4dr 24 XXX miles $2,000
Estate
cluded rent based on in
like new, can be seen at
Div of Phone Center of Murray
G
come Elderly handicap & 58 ACRES prime develop
Sager Dr. 9318 753 1377
up r i
ALEXANDER
.
ommercial
disabled Equal Housing ment property southwest o
Resident.ia/
1977 FORD LTD 2dr, low
Complete Lawn Care & Bush Hogging
•Telophon• Systems
O pportunity
•caiwr I D
Murray Will break acreage
mileage excellent interior
502 354 8888
•Intercom SystemS
•Phone Jacks
9247
up Nlust sell' 759
i ...
/
afler
6931
one owner 753
*
•
'Paging Systems
• Telephones
FREE
LARGE duplex in private KOPPERUD Realty has noon or evening
Into On Hold i' Voice Marl
area Central air gas heat
EIMEMAYES
VI
buyers waiting to purchase
1987 OLDS Toronado
Fax MK:hones
all appliances $450'mo
homes all price ranges If good consiteon Clean well
ROAD Cli
ROBERSON
JOHNNY
909
Lasso plus deposit No you are thinking of selling
Any Type 01 Business Communication
• Dependable
maintained Al power, very
MURRAY, KY 42071 • (502)753-5933
pots 759 1087
Job Is Too 134; 0r Too Small, We Can Do It All
NO
contact one of our coune
graduation
perfect
sporty
/Homily
aorvico...
411
rotes
For
boot
the
ous and prof•ssional present $3.950 Daytime
NEWLY constructed 2br agents at 753 1222 01 stop
753 0183 evenings
near MSU $400/mo Call by office at 711 Main St
weekends 901 247 5524
753 0472
NICE duplex 2br central
h a appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898

WOOD WORKS

miler Park
'ter turn- '
Ian RE

very pin
'mats ok
o area

2 or 3br
alking die
75.3.5209

Lamb's Small Engine

We want to help you with
any - of your sign needs!
502-382-2306 Ph. & Fax

753-2925

•

S for rent

Dial-A-Service

You Can Advertise Here For
. 5.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

Coleman

alth
for

es
Teas.

n, call
TN,
ing

134
a)
yer

DIAL - 753-1916
,.

•

•

CAMP

riectrIc

.

MURRAY 753-9224.

753-2962

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

.BuWW0r!h

759-4685

Call 753-5976

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.

Commercial Waste
Disposal

.
:.;11,a,t ip:, i.;

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

.ired.

kills
71e is
COM-

ge of
word
will
This

ossi-

a 124astus Squatl

William Duncan
Building Contractor

753-6952 •

INSURANCE

Heating & Cooling
"Serving Western Kentucky ..for Over 57 Years*

RON HALL
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What aWaytoStarttheWeek!!

Dial Now -. .
Here!
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LAWN CARE
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RANDY THORNTON
COMPANY INC.
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Lou V. McGary

474-8267
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Warned
RESIDENTIAL Rooting
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Guaranteed work at rea
Service Center cleaning
sortable rates Free esti- servicing $15
most repairs
mable 25yrs •APermr/Km
$35 Free estimates Route
Repairs on old root or nem 1 Aimo Open 912 15
consuuction Call Rick,
Fn 753-0530
753 6566 or Mic,
753- 7864
WANT mow yard (901)
RILEY remodeling OM 644-1498
construction 489-2907.

•

Libraries to participate in national teleseminar

STANDING ember or urn
ber lands Do yoursee a
lava get our *ea no obb
gation estifeele before yOu
sell. Call toll free
t-800 447 8351 evenings

Thousands of the natipn's libraof the breakthrough service mode.
800-545-753-5117 or tax 1-214"Achieving Breakthrough Serries will participate on May 12 in a
At various points in the program,
vice in Libraries" will provide an788-1907. For informauon about
national tcleseminar on customer
Heskeu and Sasser will answer
swers to the questions of "What are
the program downlink site, contact
service, "Achieving - Breakthrough
questions live, on the air, from - the most important new outcome
John B. Griffin at Murray State
Service in Libraries," sponsored by -$ l',empte sites.
measures for determining custornei
University at 762-2160, or outside
the American Library Association
The four-hour program will be satisfaction? How are libraries usCallow-ay County, 1-800-668-7654
as part of this year s theme on
based on a business model for
ing new information technologies to
developed
customer service.
service
customer
listen to and understand customer
The program, featuring Harvard
through years of research at the
needs? How doesa library both
Business School professors James
Ft9CKY COLSON Min*
Harvard Business School. This serve a diverse community of readRepair Rooting 54ing
L. Heskeu and W. Earl Sasser Jr., is
model will be customized to library
ers and increase circulation? And,
painting plumbing con
scheduled for 12 to 4 p.m. in the
systems using case
management
what is the role of the front-line
_POW Free estimates Call FREE kittens to good
Curd Auditorium of the Collins
studies from public, academic, and employee in a service-oriented lihome 6 weeks old 3 gray
474 2307
Center for Industry and Technology
school and business libraries. The
brary?"
1 black arid white and '
iso
SEAMLESS gutters inon the —campus of Murray State
Cal 759 1249 after
program will demonstrate that imb9mr
To register for "Achieving
stalled residential or com5 30prn
University.
prov enients in customer service creBreakthrough Service in Libraries."
mercial Servall Gutter Co
"Our nation's libraries are like
ate impressive gains in productivity
contact the American Library Asso753 6433
any other organization — they have
and generate service,excellence that ciation TeleSeminar, Our Data
SEWING machine repair
Sundays 6 im. till 2 p.m.
to use the best models and tools to
leads to better patronage and supWorks, 15910 Midway Road, DalKenneth Barnhill 753 2674
remain a vibrant force in the comport.
Texas, 75244; telephone 1"
las,
and
SHEETROCK finishing
9S
munity," said American Library
ceilings
Larry
textured
Friday Evenings Until 8 p.m.
Association's president, Hardy R.
Chrisman 492-8742
CUSTOM KITCHEN CAIMNETS
'Franklin.
"This
teleseminar
offers
WOOOWORKING
CUSTOM
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
librarians the opportunity to learn
Serving Our Famous
AM Typos 01:
Removal Insured with full
Ultimate
Communications
of
Murray,
Ky.
can
•
about customer service strategies
•
ne of equipment Free es
Woodworking
Custom and
Bar-B-0 Plate Lunches
from one of the world's leading
:mates Day or night
repair your VCR, stereos & small electronics.
753-5484
experts. The fact that the breakthKitchen & Bath Cabinets
and Fish Speaals
—Full Time Candied Technician—
rough service model will be presen• Drop By And See Our Showroom •
THE Gutter Co Seamless
Tome See Us Soon'
ted through the lens of a library
Ill Sunbury • liurrwy (Behonil Sunny lewd)
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed inmanagement
system
makes
it
extra753-51140
,73';‘•
sured Estimate available
ordinarily valuable for our mem413 S. 4th
'59 4690
bers."
810 B Sycamore St. • Murray • 753-2640
753-1155
The teleseminar will create an
Hours: ain-S p.n• Mon.-Frt • OwnerTim Robortaon
electronic classroom so participants
VfiWeeitli._•555.5_Wen5.
n
at the downlink sites can exchange
ideas and experiences during local
breakout sessions. Each participant
will take home a breakthrough service audit that will assess service
as trumpssnriasking partner to bid performance along the key _asperts
-South-dealer.
seven with twoofthe three top trump
Neither side vulnerable
honors. Lazard therefore bid seven,
NORTH
but, of course, in spades — the suit
+ 10987
V K 109
he had intended to support all along.
•K Q 4 2
Hapee won the club lead and
made thepercentage play ofcashing
K7
the A-K ofspades,catching the queen
EAST
WEST
(NO OBLIGATION - NOTHING TO PAY)
•Q5+64
to score a rousing 1.510-points.
•76 5
V J 832
At the second table, the bidding
•
YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
• The Calloway County Chapter of
•
'• J 10 7 5 3 was altogether different:
•6
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!'
North East
the American Red Cross will be
Q 1095 4 2
•J 63
•South West
Pass
Pass
2+
3•
SOUTH
busy with classes and/or registration
1 Low Back Pain
5 Dizziness
9 Numb Hands
13 Numb Fin
Pass
46 A KJ 32
3•
Pass
4 NT
2 Headaches6 Sore Elbows
during the month of May.
10 Bursitis
14 Hip Pain
5+
Pass
6+A Q4
3 Shoulder Pain
7 Neck Pain
11 Pain down Legs
Registration for the Summer
15 Tight Musc
• A 98
4 Arthritis
7
Indigestion
12 Muscle Spasms
16 Aching Feet
Swim Program will* May 9.,1994,
4 A8
Here the irrepre'ssible Eric at 9:00 a.m. at the George Weaks
FIND OUT NOW haltr
io
... careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your
Murray, Playing with Sarni Ketiela, Community Center and will conThe bidding:
Dr Dennis L. Heskatt, D C
whet' and pains. This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a
entered the fray with a three club tinue as long as we have classes
South West
North East
chiropractic orthopedic test, a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test,a spinal
2+
Pass
2 NT Pass
bid. It is said of Murray that he does available. Classes for the Swim
alinment check, an examinabon for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a musde
1
strengthness test, and a private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.
3+
Pass
4•
Pass
not need 13 points to bid; all he
Program will start June 6th and will
this entire examination is FREE
5 NT
needs is 13 cards!
Pass
7
casetasiert: oue OFFICE POUCY PROTECTS YOU:'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON If you want more care and treatment
29th. This year
Opening lead —an of clubs.
Murray'sovercall had a devastat- continue until July
RESPONSIBLE E.0§WAYIAENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT CC BE
we do all the paperwork
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES.EX NATION OR TREATMENT
ing effect on the play. Declarer won we will have four Sessions: June
WHICS
PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEJuly
6th-17th;
June
20th-July
1st;
MENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.
This was the first deal of the 72- the club lead with the ace, cashed
board final round of the 1970 the ace ofspades,crossed to the king 4th-15th; and July 18th-July 29th.
FREE LIMITED TIME OFFER. CaN for your appointment TODAY!
Vanderbilt Team Championship — ofclubs,-led the ten ofshades and let We will be teaching all ages and a
and an exciting deal it was.
it ride to go down one for a team loss schedule will be published in the
Ledger & Times.
Al. the first table, with Sidney --of 1,560 points.
CALL NOVV BRING THIS
301 N. 12th -St. (at University Square) Murray, KY 42071
COyPON WITH YOU
CPR and First Aid Ciasses for the
Declarer assumed that since
Lazard and George Rapee North'
PMA 1cifle
South. the bidding went as shown. Murray had very few high-card month of May are-May 7th, May
11=10=MN=IMINIM NMIMEFREE111=1 NEIN NMI
'two clubs was artificial and forcing, points for his threat club bid, he was 21st, and May 28th. They will be
NM MEI MMII
--and two notrurnpshowed either three sure to have unbalanced distribu- held at the Murray-Calloway,
kings or an ace and a king.
tion — including probably.a single- County Hospital iii the Education
Three spades and four diamonds' ton spade. Declarer was right about Area on the 3rd floor. The classes
were natural. Five notrump Was the the singleton, but, unfortunately, it will start at 8:30 a.m. and go until
grand slam force accePtingdiamonds was in diamonds, not spades. 4:00- p.m. A CPR -Re-Certification
Class will be Saturday, May 14th at
Tomorrow: A not-so-foolish finesse
J:00 patt--at the "Murray-Calloway
County Hospital in the Education
•••••"•••
Area on the 3rd floor. If anyone is
Tt'ESDAY, MAY 3, 1994
interested in these classes, please
For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
call the Red Cross-office at 753date of birth. call I-900-988-7788: Your phone company will bill you 99
-1421.
cents a minute.)-•
A HIV/A1DS Education InstrucHAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE your energies. Something different
tor Class will be May 16-17 for
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: from your usual style catches your
those wanting to become Instructors
Exercise greater tact and you will eye: it could prove valuable.
of HIV/AIDS Education. This class
enjoy new domestic bliss. Pointing
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Do
will be at the Murray-Calloway
out loved one's .fatilts is not endear- not turn petelant. when faced with
County Hospital in the Education
ing! The financial picture shows other people's needs. A sympathetic
Area on the 3rd floor. Marilyn
kra
definite signs.of Improvement.-If manner and helping hand Wins you
Peters from the Louisville Chapter
single. a wealthy admirer could admirers. A little extra effort maybe
will be_theinstructor Trainer. Larry
appear on thescene. Be careful not all that is needed to make-you a winNixon,the Calloway County Chapto put all of your eggs into one bas- ner. .
ter HFV/AIDS Coordinator, wilt.
. LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Once
ket. Business results will be mixed.
become an Instructor Trainer at this
and a hasty investment. might not you are sure of a decision, take
Class. We will have students from
----pan out. Be careful of who you join direct action:- Chance favors your
Graves
McCracken
County,
fivrces with early- in 1995.
efforts all day. Others are anxious to
County, and Marshall County at.- CELEBRITIES BORN ON hoard your train to success. WelTHIS DATE: magician-actor Doug come all offers of practical asistending. If you would like to be an
Henning. writer Betty Cornden, soul lance.
Instructor for HIV/AIDS EducaSCORPIO (Oct..23-Nov. 21):,
legend James-Brown. boxing great
tion, please call the office at 753Do not go too far afield when asking
Sugar Ray Robinson.
1421.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): questions today. Keep loved one's
ST
Our Lifeguard Classes will be
Routine- activities and chores go secrets to yourself. Good timing is — completca on May 15th. This chapmore smoothly this week. Married paramount vs hen launching impor6
ter will certify approximately 70
couples may betempted to argue tant new projects.
students in lifeguarding.
Over unimportant matters.. Try to
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
On May 2nd and 3rd, Ann Ingle
avoid petty quarrels and quibbling.
2h: Do not put too much emphasis
will
be teaching CPR/First Aid to•
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A on financial gains,. The Tespect and
the employees at Major Pharmafriendship of those you admire is
vet's pod day tnr those involved in
ceuticals. If your company would
creative and artistic endeavors. S*s equally important. Romantic partner
like to have a class, we can set it up
should increase. Keep your guard up keeps you guessing.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
at - your business.
when around someone who may
191: Brooding over a disappointhav e designs on your job.
We are planning to have a CPR/
GEMINI May 21 -June 20): An ment will not help you bounce hack.
-First Aid Instructor Class for people
exci±llent week for dealing with An element of luck favors your
who want to become a CPR/First
tinker.. Influential people lend their business efforts. 'Co-workers artAid Instructor. Also, we will have a
support. A long-distance phone call more cooperative than usual.
Mass Care I Oass for people who
saves you both time and money.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
want to volunteer to drive an ERV
Cash in on past favors.
Do not let. someone s irritai5ng man'and
do disaster -feeding, The dates
CANCER (June
.22): ner get tinder your skin. Losing your .
these
will be released later.
for
Maintain a low profile at work and temper will only hamper • your
May
will
be a busy month at -the
keep any family matters to yourself. progress. Careful analysis will win
Chapter
'office
but thanks to United.
impulsive.maction.
The atmosphere at home will out over
Way funding we can offer classes to
become less strained if you exercise
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
train our community to be a safer
more tact. Att influential associate promising new understanding ,is the
and better place to live.
resuleof a
gives your career a boost.
- recent dispute. FOrgiVe
LE-0 (July 2i3-Aug. 22): Coping and ferget. Your popularity grows
with your daily routine, plus any when you share your expertise. Be
emergencies, is important. Work at wary of romance on the rebound.
an even pace to aVoid scattering
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CONTRACT BRIDGE

Famous Hand

-

-

3E
I0
$30 1A

Get Your FREE
Full Spinal Examination!

I

Registration dates
scheduled for variety
of summer classes
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HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER 759-1116 I

.

WOW'
IS 0
SWIN
CANT

HOROSeOPES

Help
Us...

Them.

Representatives of the Murray Ledger &z- Times
will be promoting a circulation drive to help
W.A.T.C.H.(Work Activities Training Center for
the Handicapped).
For each new subscriber enlisted, a portion of the
money will be donated to W.A.T.C.H.
W.A.T.C.H. receives approximately 60 percent of
their funding from the Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health and Mental Retardatibn Board Inc.,
who contracts with W.A.T.C.H. for services provided to persons with mental retardation/developmental disabilities. However, the center depends on community support for the-remaining 40
percent.

TODAY'S CHILDREN: Persistence and practicality 'are the hallmark
of these independent youngsters. Their orderly minds let them poiceed step
by step where others might flounder. They are quick to make a name for
themselves both„ie school and in the workplace. Skilled executives. these •
Taurean% provide a calm cemer at work. They are gifted at soothing their coworkers. simplifying methods and untangling office politics. A taste for luxury is revealed in their preference for glamorous surroundings. gourmet
They make fabulous hosts',
foods and line vintages.
•
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today,is Monday. May 2. the 122nd day,of 1994. There are 243
says left in the year.
History. :
in
Highlight
Today's
On May 2. 1863, Confederate General Thomas "Stonewall" Jackfon as accidentally wounded by his own men during the battle of
,ancellorsville. Va.; he died eight days later.
On this date:
In 1519, artist Leonardo da Vinci died at Cloux, France.
In 1670. the Hudson Bay Company was chartered by England's
King Charles II.
In 1885. "Good Housekeeping" magazine was first published by
lark W. Bryan in Holyoke. Mass.
,In 1890, the Oklahoma Territory was organized.
In 1932, Jack Benny's first rad,io show made its debut on the NBC
Blue NetwOrk.
In 1936, "Peter and the Wolf." a symphonic tale for children by
rkergel Prokthev. -hed-its world premiere in Moscow.
In 1965. the -!?Early Bird" satellite was used to transmit television
pictures across"the Atlantic.
In 1972, after serving 48 years as head of the FBI under eight presidents. J. Edgar Hoover died in Washington , at age 77.
In 1974. former Vice President Spiro T. Agnew.Was disbarred by
the Maryland Court of Appeals, effectively preventing him from practicing law anywhere in the United States.
Ten years ago: President Reagan, on his way back to Washington
after a six-day visit to China, met briefly in Fairbanks, Alaska. with
Pope John Paul 41, Who was on his way to South Korea: it was the
second time the two men had met.
Five years ago: At a Baltimore g4hering. physicists said they were
persuaded that claims of "cold fusi,tin" were based on nothing more
than experimental errors by scientists in .Utah.
One year ago: Bosnian Serb leader Radovan Karadzic approved a
plan to end the Bosnian war (however, the Bosnian Serb assembly
rejected it four days later). Authorities say_ they h.ld recovered the
remains of David Koresh from the burned-out Branch Davidian compound near Waco, Texas.
Today's Birthdays: Author-activist Dr. Benjamin Spock is 91. Actor
--Utity-G-Cire is 48-:-Sfterf-xangwritc-r
Thee Bikel Ts70. l'ingefLarry Gatlin is 46.
Thought for Today: "Like ships, men founder time and again.
Henry NIiller, American novelist (1891-1980).

Tea years ago
Neva Gray Allbritten was
named "Citizen of the Year" at
the annual banquet of MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce. She was presented
the au:la-by Melvin Henley, new
president.
Charles H. Cella, son of Dr.
and Mrs. Cella, is valedictorian.
and Jeremy White, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Jerrell White, is sabitatocian
of the 1984 graduating class of
Murray High School. Commencement exercises will he- May 24.
About 300 persons attended the
Tasting Luncheon held by Calloway. County Homemakers Clubs
on April 26 at First United
Methodist Church.
The Rev. Ricky Millerwas
ordained .to the gospel ministry
on April 29 at Flint Baptist
Church.
Twenty }Pears ago

Clubs at Lexington. May 20 to
Thirty years ago
Murray State University Board
22, according to Mrs. Adron
Vernon Shaw Stubblefield, son
of Regents approved a budget of
state president.
Doran.
i
StubbleVernon
Mrs.
year,
and
the
Mr.
for
of
519.5 million
Forty years ago
field Jr., chemistry major senior,
1974-75.
Murray Rotary Club observed
Marsha Skdd, Mary Devine, at Murray State College, has
its 30th anniversary with Elmus
received a grant of $2200 to
James Stoffer and Katie Kemp
Beak and Dr. Hugh M. McElrath
study organic chemistry at the
will repalent Kentucky at
giving a history of the club which
University of Kentucky.
national Phi Beta Lambda Conis published in The Ledger &
ference at San Francisco, Calif.,
Luther Robertson, manager of
Times for the,interest of readers.
at
students
are
They
17-19.
Tune
Murray Wholesale Grocery Co..
Henry Towery, Ronald Pace,
Murray State University.
Inc., has been named a director of
Jackson. Brooks Duncan,
Willie
Young
E.
Fulton
Mr. and Mrs.
U.S. Wholesale Grocers' AssociLarry Woodall and Charles
will be married 50 Sears May 8.
ation, Inc., at a meeting held at
McCuiston are new officers of
Elected u officers of Lynn
New York, N.Y.
High School Chapter. of
Almo
Grove Adak Farmer Class were
Marjorie Shroat Huie presented
Farmers of America.
Future
Max, Workman, Carroll M.
a program on her travels in Britbirths reported at MurRecent
Darnell.
Hyland
and
Rogers
ish Isles and other European
Hospital include a girl to Mr.
ray
Dr. Durward Beatty spoke at a
countries at a meeting of Murray
and Mrs. Nathaniel On.
meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club
Magazine Club at the home of
Mrs. G.B. Scott, guest speaker,
at Murray Woman's Club House.
Mrs. J.I. Hosick.
a book, The Power of
reviewed
J.C. Goodman. local artist. PreMrs. Lyndon B. Johnson will
Positive Thinking by Dr. Norman
sented his print. "The Old Arnett
be the keynote speaker at the
Vincent Peale at a meeting of
Barn" to Margaret Trevathan,
69th annual convention of Ken- Christian Women's -Fellowship of
director of Calloway County
tucky Federation of Woinek's
First Christian Church.
Public Library.

DEAR'ABBY
DEAR ABBY You recently pub11,:hed a lettor from Roger Gilman
about airport announcement." that
come bOoming over a loudspeaker,
which nobody can understand. Mr.
Gilman toucheij only the tip of the
iceberg.
Ever•vone, including waiters..
waitresses, doctors, lawyers,
appointment secretaries. clergy —
anyone who has occasionto communicatitswith older people — should
-assume that-we-do-not-bear aa-well-.
as we used to. So in order to'compensate for our hearing deficiency.
we read lips — or try to. Obviously,
while listening on the telephone, we
cannot read lips, eyes or faces.
Almost every time a strange voice

14

DEAR MR.. ZYLhIAN: So do I.
calls, I must ask him or her to slow
and thank you for a very impordown and repeat the message two
tant letter. My older readers
or three times.
and many younger ones with a
Those new telephone answering
hearing problem -- will bless
devices used by large companies are
you.
especially bothersome: *Ilf you want
'A,' press 1; if you want 'B,' press 2,7,.
4 1 •
and so on. I somtkimes have to dial
two
number
or
three
same
the
DEAR ABBY: I never thought I'd
times before I can decipher the
be writing to you, but after reading
instructions.
the letter in your column stressing
My suggestion:Af you are in the
_ the importance of life jackets. I had
_edm.p.any of_ older people- apea
Iii write.
slowly and clearly, and do not hide
In August 1990, I lost a wonderyour mouth behind you" hand. We'
ful brother. His name was Tobin
try to read lips.
McAuley. He, his buddy and two
girls went sailing off the coast of
RICHARD ZN1.MAN IN
Mexico. There were no life jackets
NEW JERSEY

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

DC

6
CALVIN and HOBBES
NAIIA! I AUITOST
EVER GET P.
SWING AT
RECES,S!

b15061S-1S TELLING ME
TO _NUM OP.'

EDO

EMU MIS 1S VA4 LOOCI
OK OR I MISSED TIfE.
ENO- OF RECESS BELL. AG/kit4

•OILN

AMY

CATHY
WIN DIDN'T IRVING
CALL ME BACK?
wtrY MKT HE SAY
?
HE MtsSED

WHY DO I EVEN CARE 71
WHY DOES HE STILL GET To
WHY IS HE SO INFURIATING? WW1 ARE ALL
MEN 50 COMPLETELY
INFURIATING ?? WHY?
WHY? WHY ?!!

WHY DIDN'T IIE
RCT 3EALOil$
WHEN I MID
I HAD A NEIN•
604CRtEND ?
WHY t'P'T HE
"TANN& TO
w00 ME BACK?

YE.Alts Of 5Tt101
41,
/
ANO ALL WE KNOW IS
THAT ITS CALLED THE
'WHY' CHRDMOSOME.
•

sc.*

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

es
lp
Dr
GARFIELD
FOR SOPAE•
or OS

IF UJE'RE A COUPLE OF FARM
D065,OLAF DON'T YOU "'WINK
tag 514OULD E5E_POIN6 50METAIN6?

WE
DON'T YOU TNINK
ARE
WE SWOULD
USEFUL
BE USEFUL'
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GO7T
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: my husband says
that drinking d six-pack or more of
beer a day is not the reason for his
impotence. He feels it's because he's
62. I don't know how to hanidlo.t.be
„
p'roblem.
DEAR READER: While it's true
that impotence is associated with age
(because of less efficient circulation
The WHdlife Management finals
and other factors),.alcohol can cer
tainly aggravate the situation.
Heavy drinkers of any age often
experience sexual diffieUlties, in part
because alcohol affects the liver: the
organ that neutralizes the small
amount of the female hormone estrogen that every male produces When
this estrogen is not altered by the
liver, the hormone circulates in the
bloodstream and can affect potency It
can also lead to enlarged breasts-, a
30 Held by
ACROSS
Answer to Previous Puzzle
common component Of cirrhosis that
thongs
1 Letter of
.
42 River in
results from alcohol abuse
alphabet
00000 00=0
• France
4 Lae
c
Although your husband may be par
000000 000000 tially
43 Bohemian
neckpiece
correct, the amount of alcohol
44 Jelly
--Guevara
0000 he consumes
00000
OM
could clearly he
'. containers
9 Sob
12
MOO 00000 000 adding to his daily
problem. A six-pack a
46 Lawyer
13 Mature
MOM MOOD OE day habit is considered by many
Melvin --person
48 More like
14
14er00000 000000
drinkers to be a "normal" -amount,
a daily
0000
however,from a medical standpoint, it
000M
product
he
Folded
15 se
is
00M0
clearly excessive. As a general rule.
00000100
51 Viper
17 Ant
the liver cannot handle more than
52 Make amends MO 0000U 0000
19 No ifs. ands
ounces of spirits a .day.; or the
54 Compass pt
000 UM000 MUM four
55 Remnant of
equivalent in beer (two or three cans)
20 Snick and
OM
MOOMO
0000
fire
21 Car part
wine (two or three glasses).
MO0000 000000 andYou're
56 Not a soul
23 Prickly plants
probably going to fail in your
(2 wds.)
00000
27 Lizard
00000
efforts
to
make your Iusbaralmoder
57 Obtain
29 4malayan
5-02 CI 1994 United Feature Syndicate ate his beer intake. He'll view your
;Want
pleading merely as "fussing' or
30 Hesitation
harassment. So, I suggest that you
DOWN
syllable
8 Implements
1 New Deal
focus on yourself. Ask your doctor to
31 Not old
5 le.in
9 Desert animal help you or attend an Al-Anon meet
program
32 Thin porndge
full
10 Color
2 Sin
34 Macaw
6 What cows
ing in your community. Al-Anon is a
11 Newt
3 Something to
35 Mil duty
chew
support
4roup for people whose loved
16 Author Jean
pluck
36 Island
7 House of
ones are alcoholic, as I suspect your
M
4 Quick
37 Maple --Lords(abbr
husband is (because he is unwilling to
18 Shea
modify his behavior -in the face of a
Stadium
11
tenants
probable physical Mect-from the alcoMil
4 5 6 7 ill
1 2 ill
20 Location
hol).
21 Water
Also, your family physician may
12
containers
to examine your husband, test
wish
22 Clumsy
his liver and address the alcohol
24 Terre --issue.
25 Southeast
m
ill '
15
DAR DR GOTT I recently read
wind
26 Ftfrm
yoicolumn
about a 34-year-old
ai
NM
28 Native of
wo an with chest soreness You said
she could rule out heart disease
because she was too young. WRONG'
man
g
e
o
ri
b
:
rn
a
SNto
Originating
:34 C
At 34 I had a heart attack Don't be
deceived by age or gender
38 New City
40 Nader
DEAR READER - You're right, of
41 Demon of
course I was speaking in generalities.
Arabian
Heart attacks in people your age lore
especially women -- are rare enough
45 Toward
to be medical curiosities.
shelter
Nonetheless, you were correct in
46 Cry of
pointing out that chest pain in a persheep
47 Curvy letter
son of either sex at any age could be
48 Cow sound
caused by a heart attack. This diagno49 Compass pt
sis must be considered in the appro50 Soak (flax
priate setting and should be investi
•91
gated with suitable methods, such as
53 -- and fro
electrocardiograms and blood tests
Thank you forwriting
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4.

on the boat.
About a nide and a half from
shore. Tobin's buddy and the girls
jumped into the ocean to swim, and
his buddy orleg cramps and called
for help. Tobin maneuvered the
catamaran as close as he could to
his friends. Then the girls swam for
the boat, leaving his buddy., so he
dove in to try to rescue his friend.
The girls didn't know how to sail.
and the boat ,drifted off. There was
no way my brother could.swim such
a long distance back Ad shore.-The
girls eventually managed to get the
boat to shore, but not in time to
they
save Tobin and his friend
drowned. They were 29 and 31)
years old.
I'm sure when they left the dock.
'it never crossed their minds that
they were in any danger.
Abby. Some people don't like to
wear life jackets — they think they
ate a bother and only for sissies:
Now my children will miss having
known a loving uncle — and all
because of a tragic accident that
could have been avoided. You may
use my name.
ANDRYA HALVERSON.
DALLAS
DEAR ANDRYA: Thank you
for writing and also for giving
me permission to use your
name. Too bad we will never
know how many readers who
never wanted to bother with life
jackets will change their minds
as a result of your letter.

is FREE
treatment
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MSU art students win awards at annual exhibition
s
•
I

4

••

$25 Anonymous Merit Award by
Susan Dixon. "Insightful," by Jodi
Lynn Price.
$25 Tiger Lily Merit Award,
"Untitled," by Nikki Lorenz.
525 OMAS Merit Award,"Found
Object," by Mary Jane Littleton.

Heather Duffy, president, and
Lisa Yates., vice president of the
Organization of Murray An Students, OMAS, ate pleased to announce the award winners of the
1994 Annual Student Art Ejihibilion
display in Murray State's
'Eagle Gallery.
The show represents the various
disciplines offered in the department of art, such as sculpture,
painting, fibers, clay, woodworking, graphic design. Painting and
Awards worth
metalsmithing.
S3,780 were presented, SI,780 of
Which was donated by local businesses and individuals.
Scholarships Award recipients
include:
S500 Dean's Outstanding Freshman Award, "Boy Wounds," by
Rachael Bryan.
S500 Freshman Scholarship,
, "Between Western Spaces." by.
Nathanael Bazzell.
$500 Sophomore . Scholarship,
:"Kid You're Hooked, Heavy as
Lead," by Eric Smith.
.
$500 Junior Scholarship, "No
More Apologies," by Shane Gre' g9rY.
Purchase Award recipient:
S300 Bob & Nita Head Purchase
. Award, "Simulated Found Object
Assemblage 42," _b Tim Warlick.
Merit Award recipients:
S100 OMAS Richard Jackson'
Memorial Award,"Woman's Work
• $100 OMAS Best of Show
Award, "Bureau of Land Management," by Charles' Ehrsam.
• $100 Bob and Kate Lochte
Award, "Irregularity," by Russ
('lark.
S100 Big Apple Merit Award,
"The Ordiining of Farmer Bob's
Livestock," by Matt Saunders.
$100 Business Council for the
Arts Award,"Bath/Will That Be All
Sir?" by Mark McClain.
$80 Albert and Linda. Sperath
Award for Sculpture:and/or-Photoyraphy, "Delusions of _Amber
Waves," by Matt Saunders.
S50 'That's a Fine Drawing'
Award., "Unanswered Questions,"
by Lisa Yates.
S50 People's Bank Award, "Simulated Found Object Assemblage
#1," by T-im Warlick.
. $50 Bank of, Murray Award,
'Back into the Box," by Chris Haire.
$50 Ryan Milk Merit Award,
"1 frititled I," (Head & Bowl), by
Heather M. ilasey.
S50 August Moon Merit Award,
.i.Niarlo Thomas Has Her Phil of the
Great wile Hope of That Girl Does
Dallas," by 'Brad Reed Nelson.
$50 Sue Biasiolli Merit Award,
' Trititled," (Litho), by Jennifer
alker.
$50 Maggie Miller Sasso Merit
ard for Wood, "Exquisite
Corpse," by Matthew Bradley.
$50 Jerry Speight Merit Award,
"Perspective Failures," by Scott,
('lark Fancy.
; S50 OMAS Merit Award, "It's
Not a Tilrkey Sandwich ButIt Will
Do," by-Belinda:. Rubio.
$50 OMAS Merit Award,
Seratch,Me There," by Paul Hieb.
_ $50 Michael Johnson Merit
tVW-ard in Photography,"She Feels
Bad About Losing tier Eggs #2," by
Darwin L. TomlinSon,
550 Michael Johasen-LViit
Award in Photography, "Uprooted," by Darrell Gargus.
$50 James L. Booth Merit
Award, "It's Still in Kentucky," by
Chris Hollontan.
` S25 Chai(a,Merit Award, Dick
Dougherty, "Beaver Village," 'by
Charles Ehrsam,
525 Williams Glass Company
Merit Aw'aid,"Sailing Haidships on
Broken Waters." by Matt W.Swart
Falwell.
$25 Gary and Marilyn Flickinger
Merit Award, "You'll Poke -Your
1-)es Out," by Chris Haire.
$25 Murray Ledger & Times
Merit Award, "Pray for Prairie
Sint," by Matt Saunders.•
.
525 OMAS Merit Award, "Hatmg. Relaxation," by Russ Clark.
S25 Murray Lumber Company
Merit Award, "Aware," by Jodi
Lynn Price.
525 OMAS Merit Award. "Untitled." by Liz Riggs.
S25 OMAS Merit Award, "Hu-'
titan," by Dave Story.
$25 Jenson Serre Douglas Mita
Award for Metalsmithing, "Hairconibcarf Pin." by Cara Detloff.
S25 icon An Supply and Framing
,Merit Award, "Litter," by Dave
Story.

$25 Linda Pierce "Graphic Expressions" Merit Award for Design
Excellence,"Back into the Box," by
Chris Haire.
500
approximately
Among
pieces of an submiued, 117 were
chosen and judged by jurors Sarah

Roush of Paducah and RO) Dj IN of
Murray
Eagle Gallery is located on the
fourth floor of the Doyle Fine Arts

Center Gallery hours are Monday,
Wednesday and Friday from 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m.; Tuesday and Thursday
from 14 am to 7:30 p.m.; Saturday

from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.: and Sunday
from I to4p.m. Admission is free.
For more information, contact Albert Sperath at 762-6734.

Need extra cash...advertise in classifieds

1994 CAMRY LE

5239590

4 cyl., automatic. air, tilt wheel, cruise, power windows.
power locks. AM.FM cassette, rear window defogger. floor
mats, dual air bags, mud flaps, raise center arm rest.
••36 to closed end lease with $1.500 down cash or trade Residual $11,282.88 Tax &
license extra 15.000 miles per year.

1994 TERCEL

4 cyl.. automatic, aw, • ewer steerin
AM/FM cassette, rear window defogger, door
pin striping, dual air bags.

0430765

4 cyl.. 4-speed manual transmission, air, AM/FM cassette,
carpeted floor mats, right hand mirror, rear window defogger.

"36mo closed end lease with11600down cash or trade

a1:67.470.46

"•36 vivo, closed end lease with 6600 down caah or trade. limatual $6,463.00. Tax &
license extra 15,000 miles par year.

Jayne Musser
Rental Agent

Bill Calvert
Sala

Russ Dandoneau
Salsa

Michael Duncan
Saba

Brett Smell
Wee

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
100440-4K:
,
-.

• Daily, & Weeklv Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us for Rates

Holland Motor Sales
I 1st Main St.
753-4461

Hwy. 1,41 South • (502) 753-4961
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